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Abstract

The installed power capacity of DG is increasing; many of distributed genera-

tors are connected to a grid by inverters. The DC/AC inverters are controlled by

a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) so they can be synchronized with power system fre-

quency. If this capacity becomes larger, the grid power system become unstable,

because the inverter is controlled to follow the power grid frequency. Performance

of a photovoltaic generation (PV) plant with an integrated battery energy storage

system (BESS) is examined under different system conditions. Although the pen-

etration of distributed renewable energy sources into the traditional grid has risen

over the past decade, the potential negative impact of this integration can never be

overemphasized. The proposed scheme is evaluated in system studies under fluctu-

ating levels of solar irradiation related to the weather conditions. As the changes in

irradiation and temperature occur, the dc link voltage changes due to the changes

in power produced, the inverter ac power is controlled to regulate the dc voltage.

This research models are energy management system which is based on a hysteresis

control algorithm for the battery, which limits the abrupt charging/discharging of the

battery, thus increasing battery lifespan which also compensating for change in PV

output and power system conditions.

The PV source does not have significant energy storage. However, it can supply

small quantity of energy for the grid system because it has dc capacitor located in

the dc link. Separate energy storage, such as a battery, can work with a PV source

to supply energy for the frequency control. In addition, with increasing penetration

of the inverter based power generation, there is decrease in inertia due to the fast fre-

quency tracking of the PLL, which speed up dynamic behavior and stability problems

on the power grid. To mitigate this problem, the integration of virtual synchronous

generators (VSG) based on the photovoltaic (PV) generation plus energy storage is
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proposed. This research implemented the VSG control based on the swing equation

model of a synchronous generator. The VSG can be designed to aid the integration

of large-scale photovoltaic generation into the power grid. Through this concept, it is

plausible for the DG to exhibit the characteristics and behavior of synchronous gen-

erators (SG) such as inertia behaviour, droop functions and damping. These factors

make it possible for the PV to contribute to the control and stability of the power

grid.

The work also presents a proposed a simple method calculating approximate for

approximating battery sizing with respect to power and energy by providing emulation

inertia in order to meet the target system inertia and power/frequency characteristics.

Three cases were simulated in order to calculate the amount of the battery energy

sizing needed to support the power grid inertia which reduces the rate of change of

frequency deviation.

These models are designed and simulated in the electromagnetic alternate tran-

sients program (ATP) to simulate the power system. The power grid is testing with

the ATP program and validated with powerworld simulator.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

In order to overcome the challenge of relying on fossil fuels, research on green

energy sources can help sustain the power supply for the world. Most of the world’s

islands can benefit from renewable energy, as the majority of them are currently de-

pendent on fossil fuels [1]. Renewable energy combined with power electronic control

has some advantages, which includes small output impedance and fast control re-

sponse of reactive power and active power. The participation of distributed energy in

the frequency and voltage regulation of the distribution and transmission network is

necessary in order to reduce the distributed power’s impact on the networks (i.e. dis-

tribution and transmission networks). To ensure the consumption of the distributed

energy by the grid, there must be a full extraction of the distributed power potential

for ancillary services. The distributed power supply must also provide the possible

ancillary services to the grid. Due to the numerous shortcomings of the renewable

energy generation, the usage of the virtual synchronous generator control strategy

is proposed. Using this strategy, the conventional rotary power and the renewable

energy generation have similar grid characteristics. This makes the participation of

the renewable energy in the frequency control of the power system plausible. The

renewable energy can also provide ancillary services to the power grid through this

means [2, 3].

Unlike conventional rotating synchronous machines, the renewable sources

are not capable of providing the required amount of inertia to ensure stability of

the power system. Although some renewable sources such as some wind turbines

can supply a decent amount of frequency to the power grid due to its small stored

kinetic energy if synchronous generator are used. In contrast, the photovoltaic (PV)

sources do not have kinetic energy. However, it can supply small quantity of energy

for the grid system because it has a dc capacitor located in the dc link. In addition,

energy storage such as battery can work with PV sources to supply frequency control.
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With increasing penetration of the power generation, there is negative influence of low

inertia on the dynamic behavior and stability problem on the power grid. One solution

to the instability issue of the generator is the implementation of virtual inertia. This

virtual inertia can be provided through the concept of Virtual Synchronous Generator

as shown in the Figure 1.1. The dynamic behavior of a synchronous generator, which

is represented by its fundamental swing equation can be emulated to produce virtual

inertia and can be implementation in the Virtual Synchronous Generator (VSG). The

parameters of the VSG can be controlled in order to improve the system’s response,

unlike in a real synchronous machine [4, 5].

Figure 1.1: General schematic diagram of the VSG [4]

A VSG emulates the inertia response behavior of a synchronous machine in the

distributed generation, specially the capability to respond to frequency deviation. The

dynamic control that is provided by a VSG is able to release or absorb kinetic energy

similar to the conventional generator. VSG is generally consist of renewable energy

combined with stored energy, a control mechanism and an inverter. Most renewable

energy sources have not inertia or damping factor. But such sources can be controlled

as a SG by adding a VSG controller. The VSG emulated mass can provide the

frequency droop in the grid and the dampeing support for grid oscillations. These
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advantages are the electromechanically same as a SG [5]. By emulation of virtual

inertia in the power system, the VSG can control of the active power in the inverter.

The nominal state of charge (SOC) can be set at 50% of the capacity of ESS in the

VSG. The VSG will have the ability to deliver or take power from the system. During

operation of VSG depends the SOC it should be stay between 20 % and 80 % . The

VSG works in the virtual active mode between these limits; otherwise, it will be work

in the load mode to change the storage [6, 7].

Because of typical control algorithms that optimize real power output, power-

electronic coupled generation, such as photovoltaics, are limited in their ability to

supply reactive power to stabilize power system voltage and do not add to system

inertia to support power system frequency. The existing power electronics can be

used as voltage regulation devices, and with small additional storage, can serve as

artificial inertia to stabilize system frequency [7, 8]. PV and type IV wind turbine

inverters can be integrated with Flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) devices

which, through their fast, flexible, and effective control capability, provide voltage

stability by the injection of controllable reactive power during system disturbances

[9]. Normal daytime energy flow in the system would be from the PV array to the

grid via the power electronic converter operating at unity power factor to maximize

revenue.

The proposed energy storage and controls allow the power electronic converter

to provide voltage and frequency stability at all times by injecting reactive power

and acting as synthetic inertia. Storage coupled with wind or PV generation can also

make the power output of these generators dispatchable rather than directly tracking

fluctuations in wind or irradiance. Additional storage can be placed on the converter

DC link in PV and type IV wind turbine generation to minimize the number of

additional devices needed in the system [6, 7]. According to the power flow studies,

a microgrid seems to be an ideal current source that feeds power to the system. The
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microgrid working in grid following mode does not have ability to work by itself during

islanded mode, and it has to operate together with the power system feeding it. To

keep the power system stability especially when many microgrids units are added, the

calculated power algorithm that generates the current reference is dependent upon

the control system performance of the microgrid, which affects the performance of

the converter. Control of the grid voltage and frequency will be regulated by reactive

and active power inputs.

A maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm is an algorithm used to

extract the maximum power from the PV array at a given instant of time. The solar

irradiation is varying with time which causes changing in environment temperature

and solar cell temperature which can cause the PV cell MPP to change. The converter

control mechanism can track peak active power and vary reactive power to support

the grid in response to disturbances such as voltage sags and load variation [8, 10].

The emulated inertial implemented in the VSG mitigates the rate of change of

frequency (ROCOF) through its fast dynamic frequency response, this characteristic

is especially required in a power system that is isolated, where the initial ROCOF

can very high, which often results in incessant and needless triggering of protection

relays [11].

Protective relays with power swing blocking function are liable to misoperation

due to a lower system inertia causing more rapid power swings. This might cause

out-of-step tripping malfunction due to, either changes in the swing impedance tra-

jectory causing unwanted isolation during stable operation or the alteration in the

electrical center for the swing and thus. The optimal out-of-step tripping protection

location movies because of an increased proportion of wind generation. Fault response

behavior differs for wind generation or PV systems compared to that of rotating syn-

chronous machines because it depends on their converter control implementation. The

impact of this characteristic on the bulk generation system has become of interest to
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power system researchers. Recent studies have been performed on the performance of

different protection schemes such as distance protection and negative sequence-based

protection [12].

During a large disturbance in a power system, if the accelerating energy exceeds

the available decelerating energy the system could lose synchronism. However, if

this difference can be reversed then the response will be stable. Machines with large

inertia help improve stability of this response. If energy storage is used to provide

this it necessary to size it. Due to the dynamic characteristic of the VSG and the size

of the worst case disturbance is unknown, the accurate size of the BESS required to

maintain stability in the system cannot be determined. Nevertheless, there is some

assumptions that can be used to estimate size of the BESS which are: linearization

around the operating point, the mechanical input power is constant for the transient

system study [2]. The amount of the storage energy needed to support the system

with low rotating inertia due to combination of a large amount of the PV generation.

Some researchers suggest the size of the BESS devices is to be 10 % of the distributed

generation capacity [2, 4].

This dissertation focuses on a fundamental grid operational requirement to main-

tain stability throughout a low-inertia grid by creating artificial inertia and providing

dynamic reactive power from power electronic coupled generation, such as photo-

voltaics and type IV wind turbines. This may offer enhancement of grid stability and

can facilitate grid code compliance for wind power plants and photovoltaic (PV) [13].

1.1 Problem Description

1. Maintaining stability on a low-inertia grid is critical, but challenging.

2. Lowering inertia causes large and faster frequency changes during power unbal-

ances

3. Creating artificial inertia and providing dynamic reactive power from power
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electronic coupled generation and energy storage on the VSC DC link offer

enhancement of grid stability.

4. The stabilizing capacity of artificial inertia needs to be quantified with metrics

to determine ratings requirements for artificial inertia systems.

1.2 Objectives

1. Build a system and simulation of the study system using ATP/EMTP.

2. Build local control topologies to coordinate PV generation systems with energy

storage and artificial inertia controls to improve frequency stability.

3. Define energy storage sizing requirements including total energy stored and

available instantaneous real power.

4. Metrics for evaluating artificial inertia systems:

• Magnitude of inertial response power (MW) available proportional to ability to

influence frequency).

• Rate of power change for inertial change.

• Duration of inertial response (determined by energy capacity of the storage

elementing).

1.3 Literature Review

As renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic and wind turbine generation become

more common, there are many great challenges to implement, design and integrate

them into the existing power grid without compromising system stability. Instability

of power or voltage can result in major blackouts. Furthermore, conflict of deregu-

lating the power system has reduced system stability+ due to decrease in investment

in system capacity.
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There are many papers showing that voltage stability can be improved by using

power electronics. In addition, several discuss the impact phase angle and frequency

stability control devices have in the system during system disturbances. By using

FACTS devices such as (STATCOM) or (SVC) working with type IV wind turbines

generation we can improve voltage stability through system disturbances such as

sudden load changes or voltage sag due to faults. Based on static analysis we can

recover voltage stability. STATCOM compensation can increase the steady state

voltage stability margin of the power system [9],[14].

Stability of voltage has become a primary interest of the improvement of op-

erations and planning of modern day power systems with most attention directed

to understanding regional voltage collapse the sequences of events that leads to it.

FACTS devices can adjust both reactive and active power flows on the system. It is

more cost effective to improve quality and stability of power transmission by supplying

active dynamically controlled or reactive power to the grid [15].

Voltage stability improvement has been investigated in cases with wind genera-

tion connected to the grid by using FACTS devices, using a static VAR compensator

(SVC) to control voltage in the system. SVC devices can adjust voltage by inject-

ing reactive power into the system to maintain voltage stability. System stability has

been improved by using FACTS controllers. The FACTS controllers improved system

stability; however, the main concern with FACTS devices is their high cost [6],[16].

The authors of [17] show stability studies for wind farm generation in Iran, which,

when connected to the net grid required SVC and STATCOM, to improve power sys-

tem stability. Initially the wind farms system pulled a large amount of reactive power

from the grid because most of the wind turbines used induction generators. This

caused voltage to be low, and affecting voltage stability when heavy load changes

occurred in the distribution system [17]. The FACTS device mitigated the problems.

The references above do not use energy storage systems to provide added benefits
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to increase angle and voltage stability. If we have a weak grid tie on the system or

disturbances in the system from faults or voltage sags, energy storage can make

help the system stable. PV and type IV wind turbine generation can work with

FACTS devices to make the system stable. Another way to stabilize the weak grid

frequency is to add artificial inertia to the power generation with an inertia controller

implemented. It is possible to implement an additional control loop for the power

electronic converter, which enable the artificial inertia control.

A lot of technical papers address the usage of energy storage to improve voltage

or transient stability, most of which centers on the impact of energy storage such

as flywheels, or superconductors on the power system. In one class of flywheel, the

moment of inertia could be increased using a steel mass that has a large radius that

could handle rotational velocities 10000 rpm and lower [15]. Distributed generation

can use the stored energy or virtual rotational inertia to make the grid frequency

stable. In addition, for any generation supplemented with energy storage, the virtual

inertia can be integrated into the control mechanism for its power converter [14].

The authors of [5] used a method for the calculation of rotational inertia effect of

renewable generator on the stability of the power system. In this case they explain

that renewable energy sources such as photovoltaics and wind turbines that have been

connected with inverter do not support the system with rotational inertia.

As the renewable energy resources with traditional inverters achieve high pen-

etration, the inertia of the system is decreased. When the rotational inertia in the

power system is low, the frequency dynamics are faster and it becomes challenging

to control frequency and operation of the power system. Inverters for energy storage

devices can support the grid with artificial inertia. Frequency control is possible if an

additional control path is added, allowing an inertia response to be emulated [5],[7].

Without an additional control, the frequency support deteriorates. However when

additional energy storage control is implemented, the frequency support is tremen-
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dously improved. Renewable energy sources also have limitations of when and how

much energy can be generated; energy storage has a significant role in helping when

generation is unavailable or reduced in capacity. Energy storage systems have helped

bypass the limitations of renewable energy sources. In addition, energy storage can

aid regulation of frequency and transient stability and voltage support [13]. The

authors in [9] introduced a new approach by using distribution static compensator

(DSTATCOMs) to improve stability in the system. The converter in this approach is

connected in parallel and it includes droop control to produce the needed reactive and

real power. The ac capacitor bank is sized carefully to avoid low frequency oscillation.

The authors of [2, 11] implemented VSG in the weak grid incorporated into

a PV Generation combined with battery energy storage to improve grid frequency

improving system stability. The authors of [2] classifies that, during a big disturbance,

the BESS should supply or absorb energy to prevent excessive frequency deviation.

Some researchers recommended the power rating of the BESS devices to be at 10 % of

the distributed generation capacity, but they did not discuss the energy requirement

to improve the system frequency.

Many papers talk about improving voltage stability using FACTS devices such

as STATCOM and static VAR compensator. Some papers mention using stored

energy to improve stability, and they address the impact of artificial inertia on system

stability and resilience when integrated into type 4 wind turbines, PV generation,

and Flexible AC transmission system devices to support a weak grid. During the

disturbances, the phenomenon of providing or absorbing energy system is explained

by the conventional swing equation to calculate the required power from the amount

of stored energy needed to support the transient stability in the system.

Due to the costs associated with the implementation of the energy storage, it is

important to develop innovative services that would aid the stability of the system

frequency. In this regard, a lot of research questions have come up over the past
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few years. Considering several historical frequency data analysis [4] and [18], this

dissertation aims to address some of these questions, which include:

• How fast should the ESS be allowed to discharge or charge to avoid decreasing

the lifespan of the battery?

• What should the SOC be at which the ESS is not operate at when providing or

absorbing power in order to improve the lifespan of the energy storage?

This dissertation describes an approach for sizing the battery based on the required

power transfer. The contribution of energy storage system to emulate inertia to im-

prove system stability is described. Simulations were conducted on 9-bus test system

with PV integration to highlight the effectiveness of this approach. The battery size

required for appropriate inertia response was validated by transient simulations and

the result obtained from this study is presented in this chapter.

The research question which needs to be quantifiably answered is: ”Does adding

artificial inertia with energy storage such as batteries, flywheels, or superconducting

magnetic energy storage actually improve system stability?” Methods to show how

well artificial inertia improves system stability when power system disturbances occur

are needed. Another concern is how much artificial inertia will be added to make the

system stable, and what are the power and energy rating of the battery energy storage

system for grid inertial response?
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Chapter 2: Power System Stability: An Overview

This chapter reviews the power system definitions as used in this dissertation. The

first section explains the phenomena of power system stability. Voltage stability is

discussed in the following section. Finally, the last two sections elaborate the power

versus angle relationship including the main features of the swing equation and the

equal area criteria. Frequency response to grid disturbances including the definition

of inertia response and frequency response during disturbances will be discussed in

the concluding sections.

2.1 Power System Operation and Stability

2.1.1 Introduction

An important point of concern in power system stability is the stability of

the response to a transient disturbance in the system. The equilibrium point under

steady-state occurs when the input mechanical torque and output of the electric

torque of each machine are equal if losses are ignored and the rotor speed is constant.

The steady-state balance is disturbed if unbalanced behavior occurs in the power

system, which causes the rotors to decelerate or accelerate, which can be represented

using the swing equation. When a large disturbance occurs the generator angle and

possibly its frequency varies with respect to the system. If the generator breaker is

open due to a fault, it could lose synchronism with the system prior to re-closing. This

condition causes abnormal current or voltage and a change in frequency with respect

to the system fundamental frequency for that generator[19]. If such generator is not

re-synchronized or removed from the system immediately it can cause instability of

the power system, sometimes a local blackout. As a result, the generator controller

will observes this speed difference and bring the generator speed to the synchronous

speed for power angle stability [20].
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The stability of the power system is related to the torque for each synchronous

machine. When there is not enough synchronizing torque, this can lead to power

system instability through an aperiodic drift in the rotor angle’s. Also, decreasing

the damping torque can lead to power system oscillatory instability [21].

The voltage transients may appear on a power system for a few second but if

corrective action are not taken, may cause damage to equipment and impact system

operation. Some voltage transients may appear after a specific system operation state

or disturbance, which can be predicted through detailed study of transient voltage

stability of the power system to determine corrective actions [22].

Further, maintaining steady-state system stability is also very important for power

system operation. The load on a power system is always varying in real-time, as does

the output of some forms of renewable generation and these variation need to be

balanced by available generation. The balance between electrical and mechanical

power for an individual machine should be maintained. When the speed of the rotor

runs higher or lower than the system operating frequency, this could lead to loss

of synchronism and the machine will be detached from the power system. The slip

between the stator rotating field and the rotor field can leads to high disturbances

in the output power of the generators. If the protection device measures a slip more

than a threshold value, it will trip an unstable generator from the power grid [20,

22]. The power system should be modeled, and simulated to maintain ensure stable

voltage and frequency response for small disturbances.

2.1.2 Definition of Power Stability

Power system stability refers to the ability of the system to maintain operational

equilibrium in steady-state and recover stability after a disturbance affects to the

system. The major problem associated to the security of the system’s operation was

recognized in 1920s as power system stability. Unstable response of the power system
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produces many problems and in extreme cases blackouts. As a result, an important

concern in system operation is ensuring that the system operates at a stable point[22].

The Most challenging situation for maintaining stability in the power grid is when

a large generator disconnects unexpectedly and a large disturbances occurs. Fast

change in photovoltaic or wind generator output for large facilities can also create

problems. To make the power system more stable, operators need to plan for those

situations during the design and specification of devices connected to the grid. Events

such as loss of large generators, sudden demand or loss of several critical lines at once

can cause blackout or even damage equipment connected to the grid. If operators

take have tools to mitigate disturbances it is possible to have much more stable

power system [20, 23].

The power system is extremely complex As the load and generation are changing

continuously dispatchable generation responds to maintain balance. Modern power

systems require more complex controllers to maintain balance between load and gen-

eration. An equilibrium boundary must be maintained between generation and load

requirements to keep the power system balanced. In addition the power system should

also have proper protection schemes to recover its point of stability following major

events[23].

Due to the improvements in distributed control and communication systems and

automation, modern power systems are more stable, secure and reliable. However

challenges with retirements of conventional generator replaced with inverter based

generation risks this accomplishment:

• Conventional power plants are controlled since their fuel can be stored or con-

sumed based on system requirements, unlike the renewable sources that depend

on the weather. These conditions result in rapidly variable generation, which

are not easily controllable.

• The response of the synchronous generators to disturbances is different from
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the power electronically controlled renewable energy. The power electronic con-

trollers show different behavior in response to disturbances and try to maintain

constant power output as a first priority to maximize revenue.

• HVDC transmission can be controlled rapidly. Power flow can also modulated

to damp power swings [23].

2.1.3 Power Angle Stability Classification

When analyzing power system stability, there are two phenomenon that should be

taken into consideration pertaining to rotor angle stability: small-disturbance system

phenomena and transient stability [23].

2.1.3.1

Small-disturbance refers to small perturbation from system’s initial operating point

under minor disturbances of the system. These small disturbances results from minute

changes in the load and power system generation. The response of the power system

for the small disturbances depends on the generators inertia, strength of the power

transmission system, and response of the generator power excitation controls [24].

The power system disturbances are regarded to be small enough for that the

system equations can be linearized the purpose of the angle stability analysis. The

power system angle stability depends upon, first an increase in the steady-state angle

of the rotor results from lowering of the torque synchronizing and second the damping

torque proportional to the speed deviation [19] and [24]. The small signal response

of a conventional power system can be classified using the cases in Figure 2.1.

• Case 1: If both the steady-state angle of the rotor and damping torque are

positive then stable operation is maintained.
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• Case 2: For a generator with constant field voltage having a radial connection

to a huge power system, insufficient synchronizing torque results in instability.

• Case 3: For a case with a lack of damping torque, growing oscillations will occur

which also causes instability.

Figure 2.1: Cases demonstrating natural responses to small-disturbances[24]
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When large disturbances are taken into consideration, the impact factors include

large currents, large torque values, and deviations of rotor angle, where the outcome

is dependent on the power system’s nonlinear behavior. However, the smaller distur-

bance behaviour in power signals can also eventually lead to large oscillations towards

power system instability [19] and [20].

2.1.3.2

One type of major disturbance analysis is transient stability analysis which refers to

the ability of the system to recover equilibrium condition after heavy transient situ-

ation in the power system. The ability of the power system to sustain synchronism

depends upon its capacity to stabilize the transients. There are two main factors for

transient stability; initial operation conditions and amplitude and duration of tran-

sient disturbances. The system response to a large transient involves large generator

rotor angle swing and follows a nonlinear power angle relationship. The large dis-

turbances on the power system are caused by short circuits resulting in tripping of

critical lines. The modeling for system stability can include a three phase fault or a

fault associated with a transformer. The protection scheme should be configured to

respond to each fault according to its type and location. If the breaker response is

too slow an unstable response in more likely .But most faults have minimal stability

risk [25].

Figure 2.2 illustrated how transients may appear for few seconds on a power system

and can cause huge disturbance due to oscillation. There are three contingencies

discussed in the figure to compare the system response on each scenario. In a stable

response, the rotor angle increases until breaker action occurs and then oscillation,

where amplitude decreases and stabilizes when it reaches a new steady state. There

are two scenarios for instability, in the first instability scenario the rotor angle changes

relative to a reference and continues to diverge. For the second instability scenario, the
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Figure 2.2: Transient response of the rotor angle during the disturbance [19]

rotor angle is not stable, the first swing does not blow up, but the resulting oscillations

have negative damping. This nonlinear response may be due to interactions between

generators and their controls in the system [20] and [23].

2.1.4 Voltage Stability

Voltage stability denotes the ability of power system to maintain the voltage at all

buses acceptable level after disturbance happens in the grid. Voltage stability depends

on the capability of the power system to recover the equilibrium between reactive

power supply and demand. However, instability is generally increased in the system

by the magnitude of the voltage oscillation. In addition, voltage instability may

happen when there is disturbance that lead the voltage increase or decrease at some

of the buses. The result from voltage instability is loss of some loads in the area or

possibly voltage collapse in response faults or large generators that have tripped in

response to disturbance.

Voltage instability generally occur on the power system which are connecting large

loads, power system faults, starting motors and energizing transformers can cause
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voltage instability. In addition, voltage drop occurs in the transmission network

when the large reactive and active power flow through the inductive line reactance

causes a decrease in performance of the transmission network [19], [20] and [22].

Voltage sags are generally short duration events which is occurs when a large load

is connected, transformers are energize or due to power grid faults. Voltage sags are a

large in magnitude and short in duration. The steady of voltage sag impacts on sys-

tem voltage stability should include components such as Line-commutated converters

(LCC) HVDC converters and induction motors [24].

Voltage collapses are usually long duration events, associated with failures in the

power system. These collapses occur when the total load is too large, large load

are suddenly connected, faulted, or when there is insufficient reactive power. Local

voltage sags are not too harmful for the system as they can compensated by switching

inductors or capacitors, while the system-wide voltage collapse can damage power

system equipment in severe cases [19] and [22]. Voltage stability is impact by the

system impedances, fundamentally the source, line and load combined. A voltage

instability can occur when a sudden change in impedance is added to the system

leading to an unstable steady-state, as shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Phenomenon of the voltage stability for the power system simple radial
system
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The magnitude of the current, It, given by the equation (2.1):

|It| =
Es√

(ZLine.cosθ + ZLoad.cosφ)2 + (ZLine.sinθ + ZLoad.sinφ)2
(2.1)

Where ZLoad is the impedance magnitude of the load.

−→
Es is the voltage source equivalent behind the impedance.

−−−→
ZLine the impedance of the transmission line.

Equation (2.1) can be re-written as

It =
Es

ZLine
√

(FL
(2.2)

where the FL

FL = 1 + (
ZLoad
ZLine

)2 + 2(
ZLoad
ZLine

)cos(θ − φ) (2.3)

The voltage magnitude at the load can be represented by the following equation:

Vr = ZLoad.It =
1√
FL

ZLoad
ZLine

.Es (2.4)

The real power provided to the load (Pload) is given in equation (2.4)

PR = V.It.cosφ =
ZLoad
FL

(
Es
ZLine

)2.cosφ (2.5)

From the Figure 2.4, the power transfer to the load relative to maximum power,

Pmax, to the 0.8pu voltage source and start increasing slowly up to 1pu. The 1pu volt-

age source point is the maximum power transfer point as the ratio of line impedance

to the load impedance is 1. If the load impedance starts decreasing relative to line

impedance, the power transfer starts decreasing.

Power transmission is analyzed by studying the current transferred along lines

and the voltages at the ends of the lines. The PV curves for a load bus in radial

system power system is shown in Figure 2.5. The relationship between the power and
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Figure 2.4: Power and current as function of load for an equivalent radial system [25]

voltage is a quadratic function. The normal range on top part of the curve shows

that active power can be increase at expense of small decrease in voltage magnitude.

The uppermost voltage curve in the graph is the normal operating range. In this

region, a decrease in power transfer increases voltage with a stable response. The

lower value of voltage at same power level is an unstable point, where voltage falls

as load decreases, and most loads draw less power when voltage falls. The system

voltage stability limit defines, the maximum power transfer that is defined as the

lose of curve. The other factor that can change our system stability curve is the line

impedance. The change in line impedance can significantly change the maximum

power that can be transmitted as shown by comparing the two curves in Figure 2.5

[26].

In addition, if a fault occurs in the transmission line when it is operating close to its

limit, the fault can affect the system in such a way that the maximum power transfer

point is lower the Pre-fault power transmission [24] and [26]. This also influences the

load recovery of the system following a disturbance.
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Figure 2.5: PV curve of voltage collapse [25]

The components that enhance the voltage stability require adequate modeling for

analysis. These components include capacitor banks, protection, control of secondary

frequency, and Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices

[24].

2.2 Dynamic Power Versus Angle Relationships

Power system transient instability happens when there is sudden disturbance in the

system such as the disconnection of large generator from the system. Such distur-

bances lead to large changes in the grid’s power flow. Due to the inertia effect, the

angle of the rotor does not change instantaneously and exhibits oscillatory behaviour.

During the power disturbance, the kinetic energy that is stored in the rotating mass

of the synchronous generator cannot be released instantly at the moment the distur-

bance happens in the system [20] and [23].
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The relationship between the active power and angular position is an important

characteristic in the stability of the power system rotor angle response. This relation

of the rotor angle of the synchronous generator is nonlinear. To explain this, let

us consider two synchronous machines that are connected through a transmission

line. This transmission line has only an inductive reactance (XL), ignoring both

capacitance and resistance. In addition, consider machine 1 is generator and machine

2 is motor. This power in related to the rotor angular difference between these

machines (δ). Figure 2.6 shows, per phase equivalent model where each machine has

an internal voltage behind a reactance. The steady-state reactances for the generator

is XG and the motor is XM . The voltages EG and EM depend on the machine

excitation [20]. The power transferred Pe from generator to the motor is given by

equation (2.6):

Pe =
EG.EM
XT

.sinδ (2.6)

where the XT

XT = XG +XL +XM (2.7)

Figure 2.6: Idealized model of power versus angle relationship

Equation 2.6 can be plotted as a power versus angle graph as shown in the Figure
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2.7. Initially of Pe is equal zero, as the angle is zero. As the angle increases, the Pe

increases until this angle equals 90 degree. The maximum power can be transferred

between these machines as that excitation level with an angle different of 90 degree.

Any further increase in the angle after 90 degrees leads to decrease in the power

transfer[20]. When the angle become 180 degree then the magnitude of power transfer

equals zero as shown in the Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Power transfer of between two machines

2.2.1 Swing Equation

The curve in 2.7 is a static relationship. The swing equation describes the dynamic

relationship between rotor angle with respect to the time and the electromechanical

behaviour of the machine. This equation is important in the analysis of the single

machine stability and can be expanded to look at system-wide stability. Let us start

with a three-phase synchronous generator which runs at certain mechanical power

operation point form its prime mover. The prime mover in the synchronous machine

transfers the mechanical torque to the shaft. The rotor produces an electromagnetic

torque from the shaft’s mechanical torque which leads to electric power transfer. In
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the synchronous generator analysis in this thesis, the losses due to friction, windage

and core losses are ignored [21], [22] and [27]. The mechanical and electric torques

for the generator are positive, the motion of the rotor is defined by Newton’s second

law of motion, in equations (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10)

Jαm(t) = Tm(t)− Te(t) = Ta(t) (2.8)

αm(t) =
dωm(t)

dt
=
d2θm(t)

d2t
(2.9)

ωm(t) =
dθm(t)

dt
(2.10)

Where J is total moment of inertia of all of the masses on the rotor shaft Kg−m2

Tm(t) is mechanical torque provided by prime mover in Newton meters (N −m).

Te(t) is electrical torque related to the three phase output power of the generator

including the electric losses (N −m).

Ta(t) is accelerating torque, the differance between Tm and Te (N −m).

αm(t) is angular acceleration of rotor (rad/s2).

ωm(t) is velocity of rotor angle in (rad/s).

θm(t) is rotor mechanical angle is respect with fixed reference (rad).

Tm and Te are equal in steady-state so Ta is zero. When the Ta is positive the αm

will be positive the rotor will accelerate, this true when Te is less than Tm. On the

other hand, the rotor speed decreases when the Te is greater than Tm.

The angular position of rotor is measured with respect to the synchronously ro-

tating reference axis of the rotor relative to the terminals or an arbiliary reference

point, as defined in equation (2.11):

θm(t) = ωmsyn(t) + δm(t) (2.11)
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Where δm(t) is the position of rotor angular (rad).

ωmsyn(t) is synchronous angular velocity of the rotor angular, rad/s.

Substituting equations (2.11), (2.10) and (2.9) into (2.8) lead to:

J
d2θm(t)

d2t
=
d2δm(t)

d2t
= Tm(t)− Te(t) = Ta(t) (2.12)

Equation (2.12) can be simplified by converting the actual values to per unit by

dividing this equation by rated apparent power (Srated) of the generator. The resulting

equation include a damping term (D) is:

2H

ωsyn.ωpu(t)
.
d2δm(t)

d2t
= Pm.pu(t)− Pepu(t)−

D

ωmsyn.
dωm(t)
dt

= Papu(t) (2.13)

Where Pepu(t) is electrical power output in pu, Pmpu(t) is the supplied mechanical

power in pu. H is constant which relates kinetic energy stored as 1/2Jω2
msyn to the

generator MVA rating (Srated). The value of H is typically between [1-10] p.u-s. D

is a damping factor and is fairy small between [0-2]. The constants D and H are

typically provided with generator data.

2.2.2 Equal Area Criterion

Consider equation (2.13) for a machine connected to the infinite bus. Figure 2.8 shows

the relation between the electric power and mechanical power with the power system

angle from equation (2.6) in response to a disturbance [21]. In prefault steady-state

operation, assume the initial rotor angle is δ = δ0, Pm = Pm0, and Pe = Pe0. The

mechanical power has a step change from Pm0 to Pm1, δ increases δ0 until it is equal to

δ1 the rotor accelerates following (2.13) until electric and mechanical power become

Pm1 = Pe and d2δm(t)

d2t
becomes zero. However, the response will still increase to exceed

δ1 where Pe is higher than Pm. This result leads to accelerating power Pa and the
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rotor decelerates until eventually δ reaches a maximum of δ2 at which the rotor angle

swings back to δ1. It will oscillate back and forth until it settles at δ1

Figure 2.8: Equal area criterion [21]

As shown in the Figure 2.8, there are two areas highlighted. First area is A1 is

accelerating area and located between Pm and Pe. Second area A2 is decelerating

area which is located at Pm < Pe and δ1 < δ < δ2. The accelerating area is bounded

by the extent that δ and Pe vary.

Power system first swing instability can be described using the equal area criterion

as a case where the power angle reaches and passes δ3 in Figure 2.8. It is the result

of A1 exceeding the available decelerating area A2. However, a stable swing occurs

when the A1 equals A2 and the available A2 is bounded by δ3 . It can be concluded

from the above discussion that A1 represents to energy added due to acceleration of

the rotor, while A2 is to the energy lost through the deceleration.
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2.3 Frequency Response Following a Grid Disturbance

It is important to keep the frequency stable in the power system to ensure system

stability. Maintaining stability of frequency after a disturbance or unbalance in the

power system between the power generation and the grid load is measured by the

ability of the frequency to return to steady-state following the power swing. Other

factors that affect the power system frequency include the response of the equipment

controls and protection response. The system response for a system dominated by

synchronous machines can be divided into four stages: Inertia Response, Primary Fre-

quency Response, Secondary Frequency Response and Tertiary Frequency Response

as shown in the Figure 2.9 [22] and [27]. Human operators response comes into play

in the secondary response and is key to the tertiary response.

Figure 2.9: Stages of System Frequency Response [27]
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2.3.1 Machine Inertia Response

After the electromagnetic response to the disturbance, the response of cumulative

inertia of the system is part of the eelectromechanical system frequency response. This

stage occurs in the initial swing of the rotor and oscillatory response is occurring in

the electrical and mechanical outputs. In this stage, the stored kinetic energy starts

to dissipate and the synchronous generators slow due to caused a frequency decay

due to the increase in the difference between the electrical output and mechanical

input. These variations do not make the angle of the bus voltage vary suddenly, but

do lead to an adjustment of the equilibrium points for each power generator. The

electrical power variation is related to the amount of the inertia and is measured

as the rate of change of speed
dω

dt
. This can lead to an increase or decrease in the

power frequency depending on the triggering event. The higher the rotating inertia

of a system, the slower the rate of change of the frequency (ROCOF) and the more

likely the response is to be stable. A fast ROCOF can result in the system varying

faster than the actual load control response leading to loss of stability. Hence, power

frequency stability is easier to maintain large inertia, which enables the primary

frequency control equipment to operate in within their response parameters [27] and

[28].

2.3.2 Response of primary frequency control devices

The machine inertia affects the rate and magnitude of frequency deviation the power

system in response to events. When this deviation is out of dead band shown in the

Figure 2.10, the primary controller responds between 20-30 seconds and to stop the

drop or rise in the power frequency measured at the generator by generator output

power. The feedback control for the frequency response of each machines keep the

power system stable. Therefore the deficit in power is covered by the combined
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governor action [29]. Figure 2.10 shows a typical governor characteristic with droop

in the speed control. A primary frequency controller keeps the frequency oscillation

Central near the initial steady state (fss) following a the system disturbance. But,

there is a difference between the re-established frequency and normal frequency (f0)

due to the droop response ∆fss = f0 − fss. This primary frequency controller with

droop control is able to reduce oscillations, but cannot recover the frequency to its

original value, which is instead provided through use a secondary frequency response

[28]. The response times of these controls are generally in the range of seconds due

to mechanical system limitations.

Figure 2.10: Synchronous machine governor characteristic with speed droop [28]

Where:

Rated speed at the nominal condition ω0, f0.

Full load speed ωFL, fFL.

No load speed ωNL.
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2.3.3 Response of secondary frequency

This stage of response is used to reduce the steady state error ∆fss due to the response

of the primary frequency control. In addition, the response of the secondary frequency

includes emergency reserve, which is usually an action that is centrally coordinated.

Based on the operator’s need, the speed droop point of the generators is varied in

the secondary control. This is achieved by altering the prime mover’s load reference

which is used in the compensation of the load changes. In this stage, the response

rate of the frequency is lower than primary frequency response. The system frequency

can recovery to the rated value between 30 seconds to 30 minutes as shown in the

Figure 2.9.

2.3.4 Response of tertiary frequency

In order to balance generation and load, tertiary frequency control operates over a

balancing interval of 15 to 30 minutes (depending on the rules of local jurisdiction)

[23] and [28].
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Chapter 3: Matching Response of a Synchronous Machine

and a Virtual Synchronous Disturbances

This chapter consists of two sections that present two of the main ideas in this disser-

tation. The first section presents the theoretical and practical background of modeling

synchronous machines including some assumptions that are made in this work. The

second section discusses the concept of creating a virtual synchronous machine with

virtual inertia including droop and damping control and matches that response to he

synchronous generator.

3.1 Introduction

Many electric energy sources are connected to a power system to fulfill the basic load

requirement. A major fraction of this power is supplied through synchronous ma-

chines. Synchronous generators are used to produce an electric energy by converting

mechanical energy from gas turbines, steam turbines and hydro turbines [20].

The block diagram in Figure 3.1 models a synchronous generator (SG) which

consists of two dynamic parts: an electrical part and a mechanical part. The diagram

shows that the first stage in the operation process burns fossil fuel to generate the

required steam. This resultant steam creates the movement of the turbine, which is

the turns the rotor of the generator. Most generators installed in an electric power

network are SGs. A SG converts the delivered mechanical power from the steam

turbine to electrical power that will be supplied to the loads through the network

[30].

3.2 Synchronous machine (background)

The major parts of a synchronous generator are the stator and rotor. The stator has

a stationary armature winding, which is electrically connected to the electric system,
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Figure 3.1: Simplified dynamic structure of synchronous generator

while the rotor is made up of an electromagnet used to produce a rotating magnetic

field. In order to enhance and control the strength of the magnetic field in the rotor,

DC current is applied to the rotor winding in the SG. A 3-phase voltage is induced

in the stator winding due to the rotation of the rotor field [19] and [22].

As noted above, the field winding induces AC voltage in the armature winding

through use of a DC current to produce a magnetic field. More space is required for

the insulation of the armature winding due to the fact that it operates at a much

higher voltage than the field windings. In addition, the armature winding requires

ample mechanical strength because they are usually exposed to high currents. As

a result of these factors, placing the armature winding on the stator is the desired

practice a high MVA ac machine as shown in the Figure 3.2 [20] and [29].

Since the armature experiences a fluctuating magnetic flux, thin laminations are

used to build the stator iron to minimize eddy current losses. When generating bal-

anced three-phase currents, the magnetic field created in the air-gap by the armature

current will rotate at synchronous speed. The DC current in the rotor produces a

field that revolves with the rotor. When the rotor and stator fields both rotate at

the same speed, they generate a steady torque. The rotor must therefore spin at a

synchronous speed of (N =
120f

P
). Where the N is the synchronous speed, f is the
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frequency and P is the number of poles. Depending on the speed, there are two com-

monly used structures for the rotor. The first option is a salient pole rotor, which is

often used in slower speed rotors, such as those of hydro turbines. The second option

is a cylindrical rotor design this is used in steam and gas turbines that work at high

velocities [19]. Figure 3.2 shows as salient pole rotor with two poles.

Figure 3.2: Three phase salient pole synchronous generator [19]

3.2.1 Synchronous generator assumptions

There are some assumptions used in the mathematical modeling and analysis of the

SGs that arise from the machine design. Voltages are assumed to be balanced and

sinusoidal. The current is also assumed to be balanced and sinusoidal for steady

state operation. The inductance of the stator is constant and the stator winding

is distributed sinusoidally along the air-gap. For the purposes of the research, the

damper winding on the rotor is included and only one pair of poles is assumed. The

effects of hysteresis, saturation, and eddy currents are neglected. The equations of

the machine are derived with the assumption that the relationship of the flux-current
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and all the circuit couplings are linear[20] and [30].

Figure 3.3: Synchronous Generator Rotor and Stator Circuits [19]

Figure 3.3 shows the stator and the rotor models used in this section. The ge-

ometry of stator windings contains a 3-phase armature winding [a, b and c] carrying

ac current, and a rotor circuit with a dc input and includes the affected rotation of

the machine. When the rotor is rotating, it produces a magnetic field that induces

voltage in the stator winding. In addition, the rotor includes damper windings [d, q]

and a field winding fd which is connected to the DC current source [22], [29] and [30].

The current flow in the amortisseur circuit (damper winding) can be represented by

two sets of closed circuits. In the first set of closed circuits, the flux is along the direct

axis (d-axis) which is aligned with with the field axis flux. In the second set, the flux

is along quadrature (q-axis) or at a right angle to the field axis.

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 show the SG rotor angle θ is between the d-axis and

center-line magnetic axis of phase A. The rotation direction of the d-axis leads the

phase A winding. When the SG rotor starts to rotate with respect to the stator, then

θ increases at a constant rate. The relationship between θ, rotor angular velocity ωr,
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and the time (t) is defined in equation (3.1):

θsm = ωr × t (3.1)

where θ is the angle between the phase a axis and the d-axis measured in electrical

radians (rad) and ωr is measured in electrical radians per second (rad/s).

There is also another assumption in the polarity of the conventional generator; the

polarity is assumed to be positive when the direction of the current stator winding is

flowing out of the machine and when the current in the field winding flowing into the

machine [20], [29] and [30].

To simplify analysis, the Park’s transformation is used to convert quantities from

the stationary abc reference frame to rotating dq0 reference frame. The transforma-

tion takes the angle as an input and uses it as a reference [20]. The matrix transfor-

mation from abc phase variables to dq0 variables are defined in equation (3.2):


id

iq

i0

 =
2

3


cosθ cos(θ − 2π

3
) cos(θ + 2π

3
)

sinθ −sin(θ − 2π
3

) −sin(θ + 2π
3

)

1
2

1
2

1
2



ia

ib

ic

 (3.2)

The constant can be
√

2
3

or 2
3

[20].

3.2.2 Reference frame orientation of SG

The SG orientated Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) rotates at the angular speed

of the voltage at the grid in steady state. Therefore, the rotor phase angle θSG as

indicated in the Figure 3.4 is continually varying between 0 and 2π. The difference of

the phase rotor angle δθSG is represents the difference between SG SRF orientation

and the rotation of grid voltage vector. The SG oriented SRF is applied for the

modeling and control of the system, and the system electric model is analyzed in this
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reference frame [30]. Consider that the amplitude of the per unit (pu) grid voltage

V̂g is known, the grid voltage in the generator oriented SRF, V SG
g , can be mapped as

in equation (3.3) [31] and [32].

V SG
g = V̂g.e

−δθSG (3.3)

Figure 3.4: SG reference frame voltage vector relationship

The swing equation between synchronous generator and the grid can be repre-

sented in the SRF as shown in (3.4):

dωSG
dt

=
1

TSG
(τm,SG − τe,SG −Kd,SGδωSG) ≈ dδωSG

dt
(3.4)

Where:

dδωSG = (ωSG − ωg)

τm,SG =
Pm,SG

ωSG

In these equations δωSG is the perunit deviation of the angular rotor speed; ωg

is perunit actual angular frequency of the grid; Pm,SG is mechanical power input of

SG in pu; τm,SG and τe,SG is input mechanical torques and electric torque of SG, all
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in pu; TSg is inertia time constant and Kd,SG is the damping factor constant. The

term Kd,SG will be equal zero, when the amortisseur circuit are ignored in the model

[33] and [34] .

3.2.3 Equivalent circuits for D-axis and q-axis

The flux linkage between the field winding and the amortisseur is represented by the

series inductance (Lfld − Lad) as shown in the d-axis equivalent circuit. Because the

flux linking the damper circuit is approximately equal to the one linking the armature

(due to the damper winding being close to the air gap), this series inductance is usually

ignored. However, this will only be the case if the damper circuit are fully pitched

in practice. In order to maintain the identity of the field circuit, it is imperative to

include the series inductance (Lfld − Lad) in the equivalent circuit.

On the other hand, there is no field winding in the q-axis, hence the amortis-

seur represents the total effect of the eddy current paths and the damper windings.

Consequently, it can be assumed that a single mutual flux Laq links both the damper

and armature circuits. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the equivalent circuits of the syn-

chronous machine mapped to the synchronous dq0 reference frame. In addition, all

the directions of current, voltages, resistances and inductances are labeled in in these

circuits [19].

3.2.4 Per Unit Synchronous Machine Stator Voltage Equa-

tions

The generator stator voltage equations in the rotating reference frame are shown in

equations (3.5)-(3.7) [30].

ed = pϕd − ϕqωr −Raia (3.5)
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Figure 3.5: D-axis synchronous machine equivalent circuit

Figure 3.6: Q-axis synchronous machine equivalent circuit

eq = pϕq + ϕdωr +Raiq (3.6)

e0 = pϕ0 −Rai0 (3.7)

Where ωr is the angular velocity of the rotor in rad/s, (p) is derivative with

respected to time, ϕd, ϕq are the armature flux linkages in per unit, and Ra is armature

resistance in per unit.
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3.2.5 Per Unit Synchronous Machine Rotor Voltage Equa-

tions

The rotor position does not affect the self-inductance and mutual inductance of the

rotor currents, so they remain constant regardless of the rotor position. However,

there is variance in the mutual inductance between the rotor and the stator with

respect to rotor position θ [20]. The rotor voltage equations are shown in equations

(3.8)- (3.11), assuming the rotor excitation is zero in the steady-state.

efd = pϕfd +Rfdifd (3.8)

pϕ1d +R1di1d = 0 (3.9)

pϕ1q +R1qi1q = 0 (3.10)

pϕ2q +R2qi2q = 0 (3.11)

Where, the flux linkages are ϕfd, ϕ1q, ϕ2q. And the parametrs Rfd, R1d, R1q, R2q

are resistances, ifd, i1d, i1q and i2q are the field currents.

3.2.6 Synchronous Machine Stator and Rotor Flux Linkage

Equations in pu

The equations (3.12)-(3.18) are the results of the transformation of the flux linkages

components of the stators and rotors into dq0, which are then converted to per unit

[19]. The equations of the stator flux linkage in per unit are provided in (3.12), (3.13)

and (3.14).

ϕd = −id(Lad + L1) + Lad.ifd + Lad.iad (3.12)
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ϕq = −iq(Laq + L1) + Laq.i1q + Laq.i2q (3.13)

ϕ0 = L0i0 (3.14)

Where Lad and Laq are the unsaturated mutual inductance of the armature d-axis

and q-axis; while L1 is the unsaturated leakage inductance of the armature.

To simplify the rotor flux equation, the rotor base quantities are properly selected

to ensure that the mutual inductance in each axis between the rotor and stator

circuits are equal [19]. The per unit flux linkage equations are shown in the following

equations:

ϕfd = Lffd.ifd + Lf1d.i1d − Lad.id (3.15)

ϕ1d = Lf1d.ifd + L11d.i1d − Lad.id (3.16)

ϕ1q = L11q.i1q + Laq.i2q − Laq.iq (3.17)

ϕ2q = Laq.i1q + L22q.i2q − Laq.iq (3.18)

Where the Lf1d is the unsaturated mutual inductance between the d-axis amortis-

seur and field circuit; L1q, L2q, L1d, Lfd are the unsaturated leakage inductance; while

L11d, L11q, L22q, Lffd are unsaturated mutual inductance that exist between d-axis

amortisseur and the field circuits all in per unit.

L11d = Lf1d + L1d (3.19)

L11q = Laq + L1q (3.20)

L22q = Laq + L2q (3.21)

Lffd = Lf1d + Lfd (3.22)
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3.2.7 Power and Torque

The 3-phase instantaneous power output at the machine terminal in per unit calcu-

lated with in the dq0 frame components is given in the equation (3.23):

Pt = ed.id + eq.iq (3.23)

In addition, the air-gap torque (Te) can be calculated the ratio of the power trans-

ferred through the air-gap and the rotor speed. The equation of the electromagnetic

torque using the dq0 reference is given in the equation (3.24):

Te = ϕdiq − ϕqid (3.24)

3.3 Replication of a SG model in VSC Control

3.3.1 Introduction of Virtual Inertia

In this research the emulated inertia is added to overcome some of the renewable

energy sources’ shortcomings. This will enable the renewable energy sources to have

similar behavior to synchronous generators, and will contribute to the system’s fre-

quency control and will also support ancillary services for the power system.

Virtual inertia is the notion of simulating inertia where the response to power grid

disturbances is disconnected from the power generation. This can be accomplished

by adding another control to the power electronic interface controlling power output

or by adding a energy storage system to supplement power injected to the power

system. The control behaviors for VSG have already been implemented in simulation

to support power system stability and reliability [35] and [36].

Equation (3.25) represents the power output of VSG and can be used as a study

point for designing controls:
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PV SG =
f − f ∗

R
−Kd(f − f ∗)−KJ

df

dt
(3.25)

where f is the frequency measured from the grid; f ∗ is designed stabilization

frequency. The first term f−f∗
R

is the frequency droop term, which is determined from

the desired frequency drop with changes in power. The second term Kd(f − f ∗) and

the third term KJ
df
dt

, are the damping and inertia terms, which control the power

transient response [37]. Implementing equation (3.25) in a VSC requires the ability

to vary output power. If this is done with a PV inverter it will require normally

operating below the maximum power point in order to be able increase or decrease

output power following a grid disturbance. This research proposes adding an energy

storage system to the dc link of renewable energy source to provide this variable

output.

The inertia constant, KJ , represents the desired inertia response to imitate a

conventional generator, which affects the rate of change of the frequency as well as

the maximum deviation of frequency after the occurrence of a disturbance in the

system. If generation facility controls are able to emulate virtual inertia, the active

power has to be increased or decreased in proportion to the frequency deviation at

the PCC or available energy storage.

The following requirements ware used when implementing the VSG system in

[35] and [37]

1. As seen in the block diagram in Figure 3.7, the VSG controls the active power

in accordance to a frequency deviation error to provide damping.

2. The derivative of the gain, Kd, was set to be modifiable from 0 to 15 seconds

in the machine base (values/unit).

3. The response of speed derivative was set to around 50 ms, with the possibility

to increase the active power from the facility by 0.05 pu.
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Figure 3.7: Damping Control [38]

4. At every control instant the active power should increase by ∆Pmax from the

previous value before the disturbance within a certain range whose increase is

adjustable from 0 % (i.e. the block is not in use) to 10 % of the facility’s nominal

apparent power. Also, the control must reduce the power output using the same

values as with the increment.

5. The stored energy must be available in the facility to provide the required in-

crease or decrease ∆Pmax. The energy storage in the facility absorbs or supplies

power equivalent to 10% of the nominal apparent power for at least 2 s.

6. When the voltage is below 0.85 pu, derivative gain should be deactivated (taken

out of service).

7. The system operator determines the Kd setting to be used depending on the

prevailing requests of the electrical system.

The damping control system is designed minimize the oscillation depending on the

increase or decrease at any moment by changing in the active power. To reduce the

electromechanical oscillation behavior of the grid, the damping must be implemented

to increase or decrease the magnitude of the active power output in response to the

external oscillation, to damp the oscillation of the active power in frequencies 0.15 to
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2 Hz [35] and [36].

3.3.2 Reference Frame Orientation of virtual synchronous

generator

The synchronization control system of the virtual synchronous generator to the grid

system is related to the effective phase angle of the virtual rotor of the VSG. The

transformation between both VSG orientated SRF and stationary abc frame depends

on the use of θV SG. In the PLL commonly used in grid connected converters syn-

chronization is based an fast tracking of the frequency and phase angle at the point

of interconnect for the converter. In the case of the virtual synchronous machine

orientated sequence reference frame has the same frequency of the grid voltage in

steady-state, but it has an oscillator response to disturbances based on the swing

equation, as will discuss in Chapter 6. Figure 3.8 describes the effective rotor angle of

the VSG, δθV SG, which shows the difference between both d-axis for VSG orientated

sequence reference frame and voltage vector at the rotating grid in a snapshot in time.

The VSG orientated sequence reference frame is used in the system for both

modeling or control. The modeling of the electrical power system is mapped to the

VSG reference frame. This has important features in the system modeling, because it

helps to avoid multiple reference frame transformations between the global sequence

reference frame (used for modeling electrical systems in a convention converter Phase

locked loop reference frame) and the local SRF (used for the VSG implementation

of the controller) [34] and [39]. The voltage vector in the VSG orientated sequence

reference frame is determined in equation (3.26), when the voltage at the point of

interconnect to the grid, V̂g, is known:

V̂ V SG
g = V̂g.e

δθV SG (3.26)
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Figure 3.8: VSG reference frame vector and voltage complex space vector

In steady-state the PLL regulates the q-axis voltage in the converter reference

frame to zero. The d-axis voltage reference is obtained based on traditional loop

controller of reactive power [40]. The phase locked loop establishes sequence reference

frame aligned with the vector of the voltage Vo. The displacement of phase angle

of PLL with respect to the grid voltage is δθPLL which is similar to the virtual

synchronous generator displacement of phase angle. Phase angle difference between

PLL orientated SRF and VSG will be determined using the swing equation [39, 40].

This can be actualized by equation (3.27) [34].

V PLL
0 = V V SG

0 .e−j(δθPLL−δθV SG) (3.27)

3.4 Utilizing a VSC for VSG

The power system’s frequency response can be divided into two main classes. The

frequency controller of the power plants are not active in the first one, where it is

dominated by the absorption or release of kinetic energy from the generator rotor.
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Since the inertia impacts the change of frequency in this phase, the phase is referred

to as inertia response. The primary control (governor action) and secondary control

are used to first stabilize and then restore the frequency to its nominal value in the

second class [35] and [36]. Automatic load shedding can be used as an additional

measure in case of severe deviation in the grid’s frequency tertiary control.

3.4.1 Droop Controller

A frequency droop control is implemented in the VSC to control output power to

mimic both the natural behavior of the machine and the programmed governor con-

trol. Droop control is used in load sharing and main regulation of frequency. The

advantage of adding droop control in the VSG is improvement stability of the grid.

Droop control requires either that the DC link has large storage or that the power

output of the PV or wind can be increase or curtailed. The DC link could experience

large variation without contribution from energy storage or varying the output of the

renewable source, which causes problems in the stability of the PV system.

There are two implemented controllers; either can be used in the droop controller.

The first controller is essentially a combination of the conventional power converter

control and an additional block used to adjust reference of the active power for the

converter in response to deviation of the frequency. In this approach, the converter

feeds the grid with the controllable, reactive and active power, becoming be a grid-

supporting converter. The power reference that is obtained from the outer loop as

shown in Figure 3.9 [35] and [36].

Figure 3.10 shows an alternative approach where the converter can be seen as a

voltage source with a frequency which is calculated from the power error. As a result,

the internal loop of the conventional converter inner controllers can reproduce the

voltage directly based on the command. In addition, the frequency and the angle of

the grid voltage source are used for synchronization. By using this method, there is
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Figure 3.9: Voltage Magnitude and Frequency Droop Controller

no need to add any phase locked loop for synchronization, and the model will behave

as voltage source behind an impedance [24].

Figure 3.10: Droop Controller to Make Converter Behave as a Voltage Source Behind
a Reactance

In this chapter, a general overview of the study conducted on synchronous gener-

ator’s control requirement and its physical nature is presented. The aim of this study

is to have a better understanding of inertia, damping controller, droop controller

and load sharing properties of the Synchronous generator model. Being inspired by

various existing modeling and control strategies of the modern SG systems, the best

strategies that suits this research endeavor has been identified and implemented.

Also described in this chapter is the replication of a Synchronous generator
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in voltage source converter control which focuses on emulated inertia services. It

is expedient to have a comprehensive understanding of the concept and operation

of the modern VSG implemented with contemporary control strategies in order to

comprehend to need for this new functions. Therefore this chapter presents a detailed

analysis of the consequences of reduced system inertia and the deployment of emulated

inertia.
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Chapter 4: Models for Inverter Coupled Generation and

Storage

This chapter describes the models used in this thesis. The first section reviews the

main features for control, design and specifications of the voltage source converter

(VSC). The second section describes the PI controllers and phase locked loop controls

modeling for the PV inverter. The third section, details the equivalent models for

the PV generation system with a maximum power point tracking algorithm and the

modeling of the battery energy system controls. The last section presents the BESS

bidirectional buck/boost converter and the control methods to regulate the voltage

on the DC link.

4.1 Voltage Source Converter

The major requirement of the renewable energy system with storage energy is the

control of active and reactive power transferred to the ac system to help stability the

voltage and the frequency in the power system. The most commonly applied approach

to convert DC to AC in PV system as a voltage source converter (VSC). The VSC

is connected to the power grid at a point designated as the PCC (point of common

coupling). VSC independently controls the instantaneous active and reactive power

at POI (point of interconnect). The phase angle, magnitude and frequency of the

voltage output can be controlled using the inverter [41].

A dc capacitor is used for energy balance at the dc link. The dc voltage can

vary significantly due to both the switching behaviour of the converter and the shifts

energy balance between the dc and ac sides of the converter. Consequently, the

capacitor must be large enough to handle the sustained charge/discharge current,

during switching sequence of the converter. The VSC topology applied here uses six

IGBTs each connected in parallel to a reverse diode as illustrated in the Figure 4.1

[41].
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Figure 4.1: 3-phase two level dc/ac VSC

The switching of the IGBTs is controlled using a pulse-width modulation scheme.

The PWM reference signal sets frequency, phase and amplitude for the converter

output voltage. This makes it possible to regulate the converter’s AC output volt-

age, phase angle and amplitude instantaneously. Regulation can then be conducted

through different control loops to determine these two independent controls (ampli-

tude and variables angle) [28] and [41].

4.1.1 VSC Interconnection with AC Grid

In order to connect renewable energy sources such as PV or wind to the power

grid, different controllers are needed than to those with conventional energy sources.

The renewable sources are often variable sources, due to dependence on the wind

speed, temperature, variations in sunlight irradiance. Power generated from renew-

able sources presents a big challenge because it fluctuates significantly with time.

Furthermore, the output power of renewable energy sources is usually DC, which is

not compatible with the AC power grid [28] and [41].

When the VSC is connected to the equivalent grid as shown in the Figure 4.1, the
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voltage loop equation across the R-L branch can be described applying Kirchhoff’s

voltage law resulting in equations (4.1) - (4.3) [28]

va = −Ria − L
dia
dt

+ ea (4.1)

vb = −Rib − L
dib
dt

+ eb (4.2)

vc = −Ric − L
dic
dt

+ ec (4.3)

Where:

va, vb, vc are the instantaneous converter terminal voltages.

ea, eb, ec are the grid Thevenin equivalent voltages at the POI.

R is resistance between the POI and the converter terminal.

L is inductance between the POI side and the converter terminal.

By applying dq transformation to the synchronous reference frame, voltages in

the d-axis and q-axis can be represented in equations (4.4) and (4.5) given as:

vd = −Rid + ωeLiq − L
did
dt

+ ud (4.4)

vq = −Riq − ωeLiq − L
diq
dt

+ uq (4.5)

Where ωe is the frequency in the grid, vd and vq denote d, q components of the

voltage. The line current in the d, q components are represented by id, iq.

4.1.2 VSC Power Controller

The ac power output from the inverter should be equal to that generated from re-

newable energy source. Both instantaneous active and reactive powers after dq trans-

formation from the point of common coupling (PCC) can be calculated using the
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measured voltage and current [42] and [43]. By ignoring the power losses in the VSG,

the active power Pout and reactive power Qout that is injected by power converter can

be described by the following equations:

Pout =
3

2
(vd.id + vq.iq) (4.6)

Qout =
3

2
(vq.id − vd.iq) (4.7)

Where vd, vq and id, iq are the dq voltage and current at the PCC after trans-

formation from abc to dq. The zero sequence term is neglected since the system is

ungrounded on the ac side.

Figure 4.2 shows how the abc to dq0 transformation is used to compute output

both active and reactive powers [42].

Figure 4.2: Compute active and reactive power

This makes it eases to implement power control in the grid side. The phase locked

loop for synchronizing to the POI regulates vq to 0 to align vd with the positive peak of

va. The above equations of injected active and reactive power can then be simplified

as (4.8) and (4.9):

Pout =
3

2
(vdid) (4.8)
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Qout =
3

2
(−vdiq) (4.9)

A closed loop feedback with a proportional-integral (PI) controller can improve

the accuracy of the achieved active and reactive power. Figure 4.3, shows such control

schemes for active and reactive power. The outputs of the control loop are the set

point current regulators.

Figure 4.3: Active power and reactive power control

The real power or the DC link voltage can be controlled by using the active power

control loop. On the other hand, the AC side voltage or the reactive power can be

controlled by using the reactive power control loop [18].

4.2 Controller Specifications and Design of VSC

Figure 4.4: VSC Controller Design

The power section applied here consists of a three phase VSC and a LCL filter as
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shown in the Figure 4.4. The controller of the VSC consists of two parts. The first

part is an output loop control, which is either real power control, or a combination

DC voltage control or an ac voltage control. The second controller is an inner current

regulator, which is designed to reject the disturbances from the higher frequency

switching and protect the VSC switching device from overcurrent [41] and [44].

4.2.1 Voltage Controller

Figure 4.5 shows the voltage controller structure. The d-axis and q-axis for the

voltage components v∗d, v
∗
d are used as decoupled terms for the PI controller for the

voltage. The voltage controller decoupling terms are related to the angular velocity

of traditional SG. The output signal from voltage control are reference current values

i∗d and i∗q which is used as the input of current controller [40]. The mathematical

modeling details of PI controller for the output voltage at the capacitor filter in

Figure 4.4 as described in equations (4.10) and (4.11):

Figure 4.5: Voltage Controller of Implementation
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i∗d = (v∗d − vd)(kpv +
kiv
s

)− ωCfvq +Kffiid (4.10)

i∗q = (v∗q − vq)(kpv +
kiv
s

) + ωCfvd +Kffiiq (4.11)

Where kpv and kpv are the proportional and integral gains for the PI controller.

The gain of the factor Kffc is used for disabling or enabling feed-forward of actual

measured currents at the power grid, and is usually adjusted between 0 and 1.

The voltage controller generates current references that should be limited to reject

any over-current due to faults or disturbance in the grid system. When the reference

of the current is saturated, the voltage controller should be protected from windup

situation. Within the normal process range, these limitations would not affect the

dynamic structure of the control [45] and [46].

4.2.2 Inner current control

Figure 4.6: The inner current loop structure

The objective of inner current control loop, is to create the voltage modulation
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reference for the PWM block such that converter’s injected current is tracking the

reference closely. The controller of the inner current loop for the VSC consists of

decoupling terms with PI controller as shown in the Figure 4.6. The voltage output

reference from the inner controller v∗d is obtained from the combination of two other

components namely a voltage feed-forward and current decoupling terms as written

in the equation (4.12) [41], [43] and [44].

The state equations of the inner current control of the VSC from the Figure 4.6

can be written:-

v∗d,cv = vdKffv − ωLciq + (kpc +
kic
s

)(i∗d − id)− v∗d,AD (4.12)

v∗q,cv = vqKffv + ωLciq + (kpc +
kic
s

)(i∗q − iq)− v∗q,AD (4.13)

Where gains of PI controller are kp and ki. The feed-forward voltages are vq and vd.

Figure 4.7: Active Damping Controller

The block diagram 4.7, shows an active damping controller v∗AD which is added in

the current controller loop to suppress the filter’s LC oscillations. The implementation

of the active damping is dependent on high-pass filtered value of the actual measured

voltage v0 from the difference between outputs of the low-pass filter and v0 at the

same voltage level. The obtained signal from high-pass filter will be multiplied with

scaled factor, kAD, and after that it will subtracted with the control signal of the

current controller in order to eliminate oscillated voltages cross the capacitor. This

is illustrated in equation (4.14) [39], [40] and [47].
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v∗AD = KAD(v0 − ϕ) (4.14)

The cut-off frequency is ωAD, ϕ is internal states of the low-pass filter used for

the active damping gain, as shown in equation (4.15):

dϕ

dt
= (ωADv0 − ωADϕ) (4.15)

Finally,the voltage output from inner current controller loop v∗cv together with

active damping are divided by measured dc voltage VDC at the dc link determine

modulation functions m. By ignoring the switching losses and any delay in the im-

plementation of PWM, the output voltage vcv of converter is the instant average is

written in equation (4.16) [39].

m =
v∗cv

vDC
, vcv = mvDC =⇒ vcv ≈ v∗cv (4.16)

The DC/AC converter is modelled such that the AC system side is decoupled

from the DC link. This ensures that neither circuit will affect the performance of the

other during the power exchange situation. The power demand from AC side should

be balanced from DC link of the VSC. It is necessary to have a sufficient real power

source or stored energy source connected to the DC link to fulfill grid requirement.

The output current of the VSC is noisy and has harmonics at the POI. These

harmonics can be filtered LCC filter.

4.2.3 High Pass Filter

The high frequency PWM switching of the VSC power electronics leads to the creation

of voltage or current harmonics within the proximity of the switching frequency. The

generated harmonics can produce disturbances impacting sensitive device on the grid
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system. In some cases, this disturbance can cause power losses [41]. A filter is added

to reduce this impact. The LCL filter in Figure 4.4acts as a series low pass filter to

allow the 60 Hz and low frequency voltage and current flow to the system and a shunt

capacitor tuned to transfer high frequency harmonic and noise to neutral.

Likewise, the filter components can cause resonances due to harmonics of the

power system if it is not designed appropriately. The magnitude of the reactive power

produced by the filter increases proportionally as the filter capacitance increases, and

this reactive power impacts the filter’s design. In order to ensure that the shunt filter

exhibits high shunt impedance characteristics at the nominal frequency of 60Hz, the

capacitor of the RLC filter has to be carefully selected. Similarly, to determine the

capacitor’s impedance, 10-% of the MVAR rating of the generator would be taken or

in some cases the per unit system calculations are used for impedance of the system

[18] and [41].

The initial tuning of the LC resonance is performed with the resistance neglected.

The inductance is chosen based on the capacitance calculated above such that the

resonance is mean the switching frequency.

ωre = 2πfs (4.17)

Lf =
1

ω2
re.Cf

(4.18)

Where the resonant frequency [rad/s] is ωre, switching frequency Hz is fs, filter

capacitance [F] is Cf , filter inductance [H] is Lf . As choosing both Lf and Cf , and

the parallel inductance impedance equal the value of the filter resistance Rf that will

be chosen.

Rf = ωreLf (4.19)
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4.2.4 Outer Loop Controller

A common objective for VSC outer loop is to balance the power injected to the DC

link from the renewable resource with power transferred to the AC power grid. In the

VSC, as described in the Figure 4.8, there are four commonly applied combinations

of outer control loops: regulation of the (AC) voltage at PCC, control of the active

power, regulation the voltage at DC link, and control of the reactive power. The i∗q

is output from the outer controller will be input for the inner current loop controller.

The reactive power flow through the grid or regulation the voltage ac can be controlled

by control of the q-axis component of the current (iq). The active power flow or the

regulation the voltage at DC link can be controlled by using d-axis component of the

current (id) [41], [44] and [48].

Figure 4.8: Outer Control Loop Option

4.2.5 DC Link Voltage Controller

From the equations (4.8) and (4.9), the injected or absorbed instantaneous active

and reactive power from the power grid will be proportional to the current id and iq.

Equation (4.20) is shows the relation between ac voltage, dc voltage and modulation

function of the PWM scheme for a three phase VSC electronic converter [42, 48].
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Vrms = ma
Vdc

2
√

2
(4.20)

Where ma is the amplitude of the modulation function of the PWM reference.

The equation ignores the switching losses and the harmonics.

Figure 4.8(b) shows a comparison between the actual voltage at the DC link (V ∗
dc)

against the measured voltage dc voltage (Vdc). The output of this comparison is the

error. This error is used to obtain the reference current (i∗d) through a PI controller

as shown in Figure 4.8 [28, 44].

Hence, a dc voltage controller is generally included in the control of a power

converter. The balanced power at the dc side will be equal to the power at the ac

side during a steady-state through the VSC is given as:

Pac + Pdc + Pcap = 0 (4.21)

3

2
vdid + VdcIdc + VdcIC = 0 (4.22)

Where Pac is power exchange in the ac side (watt), Pdc is the dc power side

(watt). The IC and Idc are the at the capacitor current and average dc link current

respectively. In the steady-state the average IC is zero.

The derivative of the DC voltage is given in the following equation:

dVdc
dt

= −3vdid
2cVdc

(id +
2VdcIdc

3vd
) (4.23)

Idc =
3

4
√

2
maid (4.24)

By controlling the d-axis current, id, the inner control loop can regulate the DC

link voltage as shown in equation (4.24). This nonlinear relationship is the reason

the PI controller is needed to linearize the equation and regulate the dc link voltage

[48]. The dc voltage regulation as part of the larger control scheme can be seen in
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Figure 4.8(b).

4.2.6 Tuning of PI controllers

A PI controller is a type of feedback control loop widely used in control systems. In

this case the VSC has the proportional integral controller to control both the d-axis

and q-axis current components as well as for the outer dc voltage regulation loop.

The parameters of the PI controller should be carefully calculated to obtain the best

performance of the closed loop controller. The major purpose of tuning PI controller

is to make the cut-frequency be as high as possible in order to obtain faster system

response, good oscillation damping and small overshoot [28] and [41].

The open loop transfer function is used for the symmetrical optimum, modulus

optimum methods to improve the stability of the system and the response speed.

In addition, the modulus optimum method is also utilized if the transfer function of

the plants in the system is of low order (i.e. less than three), for making the cut-

off frequency as high as possible. Then, the PI controller’s integral time constant

is selected to eliminate the dominant pole if the transfer function surrounds one

leading pole and another negligible pole. The symmetrical optimum method is more

appropriate when the transfer function has a pole at the origin or close to the origin.

This method is used for tuning the PI controllers and it advantageous in that it

enhances the phase margin.

PI controller is chosen in the VSG because it has fast response and the static

error capacity is zero. The PI controllers in the VSC control dc voltage and current

control loops.

4.2.7 Tuning for Voltage Controller

Starting from the structure of the voltage controller shown in Figure 4.5, the Mod-

ulus Optimum criterion method [49] is used to set the parameters Kpv and Kiv for
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the controller. The transfer function of the closed loop current controller can be

approximated to the first order. The transfer function of the open loop for the volt-

age controller described in the equation (4.25), by assuming ideal decoupling of both

q-axis and d-axis [50].

hv,dq ≈ (kpv +
kiv
s

)(
1

1 + Teq,c.s
)(

1

Tc.s
) (4.25)

Where the ( 1
1+Teq,c.s

) is closed loop current controller and ( 1
Tc.s

) is the filter capac-

itor.

The constant time Teq,c,s describes the closed loop response of the current controller

and the filter capacitor integral time constant Tc is determine 4.26:

Tc =
cf
ωb

(4.26)

Teq,c ≈ 2Tv (4.27)

The Symmetrical Optimum criterion [51] is used to adjust the parameters of outer

voltage controller loop for the VSC as shown in Figure 4.5. By using this method

to confirm that, the maximum phase margin is located at the crossover frequency

of the transfer function. The proportional integral controller gains Kpv and Kiv are

calculated in the equations (4.28) and (4.29).

Kpv =
Tc

aTeq,c
(4.28)

Kiv =
Tc

a3T 2
eq,c

(4.29)

Where the parameter a = 2ζ + 1 is based on damping factor of the closed loop

transfer function.

The conventional tuning method needs a difference in bandwidth between the

internal current controller and outer voltage controller. Usually, the value of the
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parameter a is increased until the outer voltage controller bandwidth is at a minimum

of one decade lower than the bandwidth of the inner current controller.

4.2.8 Tuning for the Current Controller

The structure for internal current controller loops are shown in the Figure 4.6. The

open loop of the transfer function for the inner current controller is illustrated in

equation (4.30). The measured voltages are included in a feedforward gain to stabilize

the system for large disturbances and a current cross-coupling term is added to the

q-axis and d-axis equations. The first term in the equation below is PI controller,

while the second term is the approximation of the PWM and last term is response

of the filter inductor. Where the constant time of the filter inductor is T1, and the

PWM controller time constant is Tv [49].

hc,dq ≈ (kpc +
kic
s

)(
1

1 + Tvs
)(

1

rf (1 + T1.s
) (4.30)

Where the ( 1
1+Tvs

) is PWM approximation and ( 1
rf (1+T1.s

) is the filter inductor.

Equations (4.31) and (4.32) are used to calculate the approximated values of T1 and

Tv :

Tv ≈
1

2fs
(4.31)

T1 =
lf

rf .ωb
(4.32)

Based on the open loop of the transfer function equation, the Modulus Optimum

method is used to calculate the proportional integral controller gains for the inner

current control loop of the VSG. This method is used for provide critical damping with

the closed loop transfer function, and it matches the open loop transfer function if the

pole is ignored. The parameters of PI controller after applying Modulus Optimum

methods become:
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Kpc =
L1

2Tv.ωb
(4.33)

Kic =
L1

2Tv
(4.34)

With the addition of Tv equations (4.33) and (4.34), the switching frequency

of the converter can be used to limit both parameters of the proportional integral

controller and the bandwidth of the current controller. Nevertheless, the phase margin

of the Modulus Optimum methods is relatively high, approximately 65o. Hence there

is margin for increased controller gains and bandwidth at the expense of increased

oscillatory response [49].

4.3 Synchronization

Synchronization to the power grid is an essential characteristic of grid side converter

control based on the synchronous generator frame. A unity power factor can be

achieved by synchronizing the delivered power by using an algorithm to detect the

grid voltage’s phase angle andaligning the current at the point of interconnect with it.

The Park’s transformation is applied to move the measured voltages and currents to

the synchronous dq reference frame. A phase-locked loop is used to track the system

phase angle using the three measured phase voltages on the grid side. The phase

angle is calculated by integrating the sum of a PI controller output with reference

frequency. The phase is locked by resulting the q-axis voltage to zero [18] and [41].

4.3.1 Phase Locked Loop

A phase-locked-loop (PLL) is the used for tracking the actual grid frequency. The

PLL uses an algorithm to detect the frequency and the phase angle of grid voltage

[41].
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The control model implemented for the grid-connected inverter is illustrated in

Figure 4.9. The measured AC voltage at the Point of Common Coupling is trans-

formed to the synchronous dq reference frame and denoted as Vsd and Vsq in equations

(4.35) and (4.36) [18].

Figure 4.9: Block diagram of a real and reactive power in the dq-frame [18]

Vsd = Vscos(ω0t+ θ0 − p(t)) (4.35)

Vsq = Vssin(ω0t+ θ0 − p(t)) (4.36)

ω(t) =
dp

dt
(4.37)

In equation (4.36), p(t) = ω0t + θ0 chosen to regulate Vsq = 0. Therefore, we

design a feedback controller to align the phase and frequency to regulate Vsq to zero,

as shown in the equation (4.38) [18].

ω(t) = H(p)Vsq (4.38)
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where H(p) is a compensator (linear transfer function).

Equation (4.39) describes to a nonlinear dynamic system response.

dp

dt
= H(p)Vs.sin(ω0t+ θ0 − p(t)) (4.39)

The PLL is tracking (ω0t + θ0), where the phase locked when (ω0t + θ0 − p(t))

is almost zero. If the H(s) has a low-phase frequency response then equation (4.39)

shows a small sinusoidal perturbation near zero. Small variations of the frequency

imply sin(ω0t+ θ0 − p(t))) is approximately (ω0t+ θ0 − p(t)), which simplifies (4.39)

to (4.40) [18]

dp

dt
= H(p)Vs(ω0t+ θ0 − p(t)) (4.40)

Figure 4.10, shows the feedback of a generic closed loop PLL control system.

Figure 4.10: Block diagram of basic single phase PLL controller [18]

Figure 4.11 shows a three phase PLL that applies the Park’s transformation to

transform the line voltages (Vsa, Vsb, Vsc) and computes the angular speed ω of the

dq-transformation. For the PLL to work properly vsq should be zero in steady state

which implies there is no voltage difference between vsd and the peak of vA [18].

The voltage controller oscillator (VCO) is used to create as a resettable integrator

output. Each time it completes 2π radians it resets ρ to zero. VCO is a feedback
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Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram of the SRF-PLL [18]

control block, which oscillates at a controlled fundamental frequency. For example

for 60 Hz system ω = 376.99 rad/s.

As a result, PLL computes a synchronous reference measuring the frequency at

PCC [18].
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4.4 Determining Battery Ratings and Description of Pro-

posed Solution

This chapter describes the system model used and describes methods for ratings

battery power and energy ratings for the application. The implemented virtual syn-

chronous generator and synchronous generator are modeled based on the concept of

dual modeling and they are represented similarly will building on Chapter 6. Usually,

the electric power networks are operating at a normal steady-state where the total

generated power meets the total load plus system losses and frequency experiences

small, slow variations in response to changes in load or renewable generation out-

put. During abnormal operating conditions, the system frequency will exhibit larger,

oscillatory variations.

4.5 Battery Sizing Calculations

Due to the increasing penetration of renewable energy in power generation, the fre-

quency instability in the system may become a concern due to reduced inertia. The

swing rated for the response due to a large change in load or generation can exceed the

ability of convention control mechanisms to respond to stabilize the system. Energy

storage systems can be used to emulate the response of large synchronous machines

[52]. This research proposes adding energy storage on the dc link of PV inverters to

provide inertia emulation. Ignoring the power losses, the power balanced between the

PV generation, power from the storage system and the inverter output power is given

by equation (4.41):

PLoad = PPV + PESS (4.41)

Where the PESS is the power absorbed or supplied by the storage energy
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The VSG model describe in chapter controlled the real power set point for the

inverter based on the swing equation. The energy storage connected to the dc bus

of the inverter enabled this response. There are two methods to adjust the inertia

response when severe disturbance occurs in the PV generation as proposed in the

[52]. In the first option, frequency reserve capacities can be increased by increasing

the responsive reserve generation, usually in the form of gas turbines. In addition,

accommodating the alternating nature of the PV generation results in frequency

ramping of conventional generation, the power plant components’ efficiency.

The coordination between ESS and PV control is an important requirement,

which is implemented in this research in order to enhance the output power of the

PV integration and support the frequency. In addition, when the frequency becomes

unstable, the BESS helps to enhance system stability by regulating the frequency of

the power system, which is similar to the synchronous machine’s inertia behavior. To

create PV output power that would be similar to that of the SG output power under

the principle of frequency regulation standards, new characteristic control converter of

PV generation storage was created by adding the VSG technology. In most design of

the VSG, PV generation is combined with ESS (such as the battery) and controlled on

the dc bus of the converter. This design requires the structure described in Chapter

5 interfacing the energy storage system to the dc link though a bidirection dc-dc

converter that is controlled to regulate the inverter dc link voltage. .

In an alternative method, the output of the PV generation is operated below

the maximum power point with case the generation level is de-rated [53]. The addi-

tional capacity, which is analogous to the spinning reserve in synchronous generator,

supplies the required inertia response when there is disturbance in the system. The

downside of this method is the lost revenue due to operating below the maximum

power point. This approach is only economical if there is a market for supplying an-

cillary services. Another method which improves wind generation system’s frequency
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response through the depletion of the stored energy was proposed in [28]. Such ap-

proach can be implemented in the PV generation system, albeit with a very large

dc-link capacity if the system is designed to be capable or responding to major dis-

turbances. The peak power transfer rating of the storage and total energy storage

capacity need to be selected to ensure the VSG provides sufficient emulated inertia.

4.6 Energy Storage System Power Capacity Calculation

This section is focused on amount of the storage energy required to support the system

with low rotating inertia due to combine of large amount of the PV generation and

estimate size these devices to keep stability in the system. To maintain stability in

the power system, some researchers proposed sizing of the battery energy storage

system devices is to be 10% of the distributed generation capacity [2]. The steady

power transfer from a synchronous machine can be approximated by equation (4.42)

if the stator resistance is neglected.

Pe =
EG.EM
XT

.sinδ (4.42)

When the suddenly large load is connected to the grid system, the SG starts to

decelerate by inject stored energy from the rotor since the mechanical power can’t

change. If the suddenly large load is disconnected from the grid system, the syn-

chronous generator start to accelerate.

The output from the PV stays constant during the power system disturbance.

The energy storage supplies or absorbs power to allow the inverter to be controlled as

a VSG. Equation (4.43) shows the role of the energy storage in the virtual synchronous

generator control [2] and [54].

2H

ws
.
dω

dt
= Pm,V SG − Pe ± PESS (4.43)
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4.7 Sizing the ESS to Enhance Stability

If the change in angle of the synchronous machine in response to a disturbance is

too large, the machine may lose synchronism with the ac system. Otherwise, If the

machine has more inertia, the change in angle will be smaller and the machine will

be likely to lose stability. In the case of the VSG, the energy storage system is sized

to emulate the behavior of the generator. To simplify the calculation for rating the

energy storage the small signal response of the VSG around the operating point is

linearized and the emulated mechanical input power is assumed to be constant [4]

and [2].

Equation (4.43) can be treated as linear if the mechanical power is constant and

the change in electric power is linearized for small angles, resulting in (4.44).

2H

ωs
.
d2δm(t)

d2t
= −K∆δ (4.44)

Where the K is the coefficient of the synchronizing power, which is calculated by

using equation:

K =
dPe
dδ

=
|Ea|.|Vt|
Xs

.cosδ0 (4.45)

During abnormal condition the BESS should charge or discharge to slow the accel-

eration of angle, thus the BESS is support the power that will be equal the right-hand

part from equation (4.46) [2] and [52].

PE =
|Ea|.|Vt|
Xs

.cosδ0 (4.46)
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4.8 Power Balanced Based on Swing Equation

The application of the virtual synchronous generator studied in this thesis is based

on the conventional swing equation, which mimics the inertia in the SG. The imple-

mentation of this swing equation is linearized in relation to the speed as shown in

equation (4.43). The virtual inertia’s acceleration is calculated by power balance as

represented in equation (4.47):

dωV SG
dt

=
1

Ta
(P ∗

m,V SG − Pout)− Pd (4.47)

Where:

P r
m,V SG is the pu virtual machine power input.

Pout is active power electrical measured from the grid (pu).

Pd is the damping power of VSG is defined (pu).

Ta is the constant time of virtual inertia which represents the inertia constant 2H

in the conventional SG.

As represented in the block diagram in the Figure 4.12, the angular speed of the

VSG is defined as ωV SG which is integral from derivative of angular speed, while θV SG

is resulting from integral of the ωV SG. Also it describes the model of VSG based on

the conventional swing equation. The damping power Pd mimics the power damping

impact in the conventional SG, which implemented in the virtual synchronous gener-

ator based on the difference between ωV SG and the measured PLL speed ωPLL. The

resulting difference will be multiplied by the damping factor of VSG, Kd [50] and [55].

In addition, part of Figure 4.12 shows the active power control (APC). The droop

control represents the equivalent frequency speed governor SG steady-state charac-

teristic. The virtual mechanical, P r∗, in the external loop is used as the reference

input for the VSG. Thus, the APC is obtained by multiplying the droop constant gain
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Figure 4.12: Power control loop of VSG emulation based on swing equation.

Kw with the difference between reference speed ω∗
V SG and actual ωV SG and finally by

adding to the external active power reference [52].
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Chapter 5: Utilizing Photovoltaic Generation Combined

with Energy Storage

This chapter consists of material from two papers, the first paper is published in the

proceedings of the IEEE Innovative Smart Grid Technologies (ISGT) Conference held

in Washington, DC from February 17-20, 2019. And the second paper is published

in the proceedings of the IEEE 51st North American Power Symposium (NAPS2019)

held in Wichita, Kansas from October 13-15, 2019.

5.1 Design and Test of a Combined PV and Battery System

Under Multiple Load and Irradiation Conditions (paper

1)

5.1.1 Introduction

In order to overcome the challenge of relying on fossil fuels, research on green energy

sources can help sustain the power supply for the world. Most of the world’s islands

can benefit from renewable energy, as the majority of them are currently dependent

on fossil fuels. PV generators are connected to the power grid with power electronic

converter to improve the system efficiency, stability and reduce cost [56, 57]. The

implementation of PV generation in a real grid is a very challenging task. The

response to load changes as well as irradiation and temperature changes in the output

characteristics of PV panels non-linear. Due to the dependency of these variables, the

use of a Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) technique is important since it will

result in a PV generation system providing the maximum power possible. There are

many ways used to implement MPPT algorithms such as Incremental Conductance

(IC) methods, Perturb and Observe (P&O) methods, and constant voltage methods

[58].

Battery energy storage system (BESS) have become more widely used in the
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distribution systems and especially with PV [56]. Energy storage has a significant

role in helping the system to become stable and reliable, such as when the generated

power from the PV is unavailable. When the output power from PV is decreased, the

battery can supply power to the grid to maintain a constant DC link and stabilize

the grid [57]. Also, the battery can be charged for the grid when the load demands

less power than is generated [59].

In this paper, we are trying to make the interconnection of PV generation more

stable and reliable by using BESS. The model is based on large paired batteries to

store energy acquired during sunlight hours. The PV generation derives power from

combination of small PV cells structured in parallel or series configuration. A single

PV cell is capable of generating power approximately between 1-2 watts depends upon

semi-conductor material. The PV system has two basic functions when connected to

a battery to provide energy on-demand to electrical loads and provide storage for

excess electrical energy generated by the PV array. The latter of which filtering out

transient variations in the PV system outputs to provide electrical loads power with

stable currents and voltages [60].

In order to have a larger battery capacity and a longer life cycle, the capital

and operational costs will be higher. If the battery discharges at a current higher

than its rated limits or is charged faster than its limits, then the cycle life of the

battery will decrease. This can be overcome by selecting a battery that has a suitable

maximum capacity and charge and discharge rates. This will increase the lifespan of

the battery. There are four kinds of battery chemistries commonly considered for grid

application which are: - Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion), Lead-Acid, Nickel-Cadmium (NiCd)

and Nickel-metal-hydride (Ni-MH). In this paper, the battery is connected to the DC

link of the PV system for stabilization and voltage regulation [61].
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5.1.2 System Architecture

As shown in Figure 5.1, the power system model consists of different components: PV,

MPPT control, boost converter, BESS, bidirectional DC/DC converter, and a DC/AC

inverter. These models was implemented an emtp type program environment along

with their corresponding control circuits as explained in the following sub-sections

Figure 5.1: The schematic diagram of the power system

5.1.2.1- PV Model

A PV cell is represented by an equivalent circuit of its series resistance (Rs), paral-

lel resistance (Rp), and one diode connected in parallel with a current source that

represents the sunlight generation as shown in Figure 5.2.

There is a non-linear relationship between current and voltage created by the

diode in this circuit. The mathematical model of an ideal PV cell can be described

through the I-V characteristics curve theory of semiconductors [58]. The basic equa-

tion showing the output current Ipv of a PV module array that consists of a group of

modules connected in parallel (Np) and in series (Ns) cells combinations is
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Figure 5.2: Ideal single diode PV model

Ipv = Np.Iph −Np.Io.[exp(
1

a.Vt
.(
VA
Ns

+
IA.Rs

Np

))− 1]− Np.VA
Ns.Rp

− IA.Rs

Rp

(5.1)

The photon current is given by Iph, Io is the reverse saturation or leakage current

of the diode and the thermal voltage is Vt. The shunt resistance is given by Rp and

RS represents series resistance. The variable a is the diode ideality constant between

[usually between 1 -1.5]. The steps of calculating Ipv and the parameters of the

KC200GT solar module at 25Co and 1000 W/m2 are taken from [62].

5.1.2.2- MPPT Controller Model

A maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm is an algorithm used to ex-

tract the maximum power from the PV array at a given instant of time. The solar

irradiation is changing with time which causes variation in other physical quantities

like environment temperature and solar cell temperature which can cause the PV

cell MPP to change. The MPPT algorithm measures the voltage and current of PV

array, and the power generation will be P = V ∗I. The MPPT algorithm tracks those
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variations in the MPP to get maximum power output from the PV array [63].

In this paper, the Perturb and Observe (P&O) method is used due to the following

advantages. The MPPT can have fast tracking when the perturbation is large and

the needed accuracy is low. P&O algorithms work by taking measurements of both

the terminal PV voltage and the PV current by adding small disturbances. Figure

5.3 describes the P&O method algorithm; the MPPT algorithm decreases or increases

the duty cycle and observes the new power output . Then it compares the output

voltage and current output from the PV array to find the MPP [59].

Figure 5.3: MPPT algorithm based on P&O method

From the PV power characteristic curve shown in Figure 5.4, the relationship

between the change in power with respect to the voltage should be zero at the MPP

when the duty cycle remains constant because it is defined by equation dP
dV

= 0, where

dP incremental change in power, and dV is the voltage incremental. If the duty cycle

is increased, the instantaneous power is more than the previous power then the slope
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Figure 5.4: MPPT function based on P&O method

is positive dP
dV

> 0. This is referred to as the voltage source region and the duty cycle

will operate at a higher value. If the instant power measured is less than the previous

power and the slope is negative, dP
dV

< 0, then the duty cycle should be decreased by

a small perturbation amount until the new MPP is reached. This is referred to as the

current source region and the duty cycle operates with a lower value. Depending on

the sign of, dP
dV

, the algorithm decides on whether the duty cycle should be increased

or decreased. Once the steady state power operating point is achieved, the MPPT

will oscillate around the MPP [64]. The condition dP
dV

= 0 for the DC-to-DC boost

converter in this project is satisfied using the MPPT technique which regulates the

pulse width modulation (PWM) control signal until this condition is met [60, 65].

When the PV is connected to a large grid then, it needs a boost converter to step up

the voltage and match the voltage level designed for the DC link.

5.1.2.3- Boost DC/DC Converter Model

Since the output voltage of PV cell is low, the low voltage power taken by the PV array

is converted to a higher voltage level using a unidirectional boost converter to allow

utilization of the low voltage PV generation system for the grid. The configuration of
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the unidirectional DC/DC boost converter with a MPPT algorithm control system is

presented in Figure 5.5. The used the standard boost converter model described in

[66, 67] is used in this work.

Figure 5.5: BDBBC operation modes [66]

5.1.2.4- Battery Energy Storage System Model

In this research, the an equivalent circuit battery model is used for dynamic simula-

tion rather than electrochemical or experimental battery models. In this work, the

generic battery model of a Lithium-Ion battery is used. The battery is modelled as a

controlled voltage source. This battery model consists of a controlled voltage source

connected to a series resistance as shown in Figure 5.6 [61]. The equations for the

Lithium-Ion battery during discharge and charge modes is given in 5.2:

VBatt = E0 −Ri−−K(
Q

(Q− it)
)i∗ + Ae(−B.it) (5.2)

The no load constant voltage is described by E0, i is the battery current and

i∗ represents the low frequency current dynamics. The exponential capacity factor

given by B, which is the extracted capacity and Q is the capacity of the battery. The

variable K is the polarization voltage constant, R is the internal resistance, A is the

exponential of voltage zone amplitude and VBatt is the terminal battery voltage.

The parameters for both discharge and charge modes are assumed to be the
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Figure 5.6: The equivalent circuit for a Lithium-Ion battery [68]

same; battery sizing is not calculated; the effect of temperature on the battery model

is neglected for both discharging and charging the battery; and the internal resistance

value of the battery is treated as constant so it does not change [59].

The main objective of the battery controller is to maintain a constant voltage at

the DC link. Charging and discharging will vary the battery terminal voltage. The

voltage reference at the DC link can be kept higher relative to the terminal voltage of

the battery bank. In this work it is assumed that when the SOC is 85% the battery

can supply 2.6 MW for one hour. The battery discharge rate is given by 5.3 [68]

2.6MW ∗ 1hr

900 ∗ 0.85
= 3.4kAhr (5.3)

5.1.2.5- Bidirecional Buck-Boost Converter (BDBBC) Model

The battery bank is connected to the DC link through a bidirectional DC/DC con-

verter, which consists of two switches S1 and S2 that allow the converter to work as

either a buck or a boost converter. As shown in Figure 5.7, when the converter works

in boost mode, then the battery is discharging, and the DC link receives full power.

Correspondingly, when the converter works in buck mode, it allows the battery to
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charge by consuming power from the DC link [69].

Figure 5.7: The BDBBC operation modes[69]

The control system of BDBBC consists of two main functions. An outer con-

troller, which is responsible of regulating the voltage at the DC link, and an internal

controller, that is responsible for regulating the battery current as shown in Figure

5.8 [61, 65].

Figure 5.8: The control scheme of the BDBBC

5.1.2.6- The DC/AC Inverter Model

The DC side of the inverter connects the PV output and the battery is connected to

the bulk grid through a DC/AC inverter. The inverter model is built based on a two

level three phase voltage source converter (VSC). Since the high frequency switching

behavior of the VSC is not our focus in this paper, a state space average model of
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the VSC is implemented to represent the steady-state and low frequency dynamic

conditions [18]. The control schemes for the VSC consist of two parts, inner and

outer controls. The inner control, or current control, takes the error between the

measured current of the AC system in the synchronous reference frame direct axis id

and the reference current idref through a PI regulator to get the d-axis reference frame

voltages. A similar loop is used in the q-axis. Then, these voltages are combined

with two other components: a voltage feed-forward and current decoupling terms

and scaled by to DC voltage to calculate the modulation functions md and mq. The

q-axis voltage at the point of common coupling is regulated to zero when proper

synchronization is attached. The outer control or the voltage control is used to

generate the reference quantities of the direct and quadrature currents idref and iqref

based on the output power of the PV and the desired ac system power factor setting.

The inner and outer controls for the direct axis control loop are shown in Figure

5.9. The measured ac side terminal voltages and currents are transformed from the

stationary abc phase domain to the two axis synchronous reference frame using the

Park’s transformation [18].

Figure 5.9: Direct axis current regulator with current reference set from power refer-
ence

5.1.3 Simulation Results and Discussion

The system in Figure 5.1 was implemented in the alternate transient program. The

response of the system was tested by simulating cases with solar irradiation change
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and ac load changes. Time is scaled such that each two seconds in the time axis

represents an hour in the day time; where the day is assumed 12 hours from sunrise

to sunset.

5.1.3.1- Irradiation change

Due to the variability in the PV output, the system operators often backup generators.

This need can also be met by having energy storage interconnected to the grid or by

taking advantage of diverse locations of renewable energy sources. For example, the

California ISO has a real-time western regional energy imbalance market system which

can integrate between wind, solar and tidal energy sources when available [68].

A battery energy storage systems (BESS) can play a significant role with the

solar power sources because it can stabilize the response to sudden changes in solar

irradiation. When the irradiation changes due to sunlight variation due to passing

clouds, the output power of PV will change as well. The following scenarios are

evaluated.

Figure 5.10: Solar irradiation variation versus time
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• Constant irradiation affected by weather conditions

In this scenario the PV array is at a locality where the clouds are passing, thus making

the irradiation of the PV array fluctuate. This scenario was captured in Figure 5.10 to

show the system response under this variable generation condition. For example, at

the start, the sun is bright, and the solar irradiations approach 1000 W/m2 producing

2.6 MW, which would cover the connected load. The battery will be in standby-mode.

When the clouds pass, the PV irradiation decreases to 900 W/m2 and power output

falls to 2.316 MW. As a result, the power demand is not equal to the power supplied,

which lowers the voltage at the DC link. The battery delivers power to cover the

shortfall as a secondary effect of balancing the voltage in the DC link. The battery

discharged at 286.7 kW, instantaneous power, and the SOC is reduced to 73.7% after

5 seconds, when it was initially at 83%. After 5 sec, the irradiation goes back to initial

condition of 1000 W/m2 and the PV power rises back to 2.6 MW. The battery goes

back to standby mode, and the SOC remains constant until there is another change

in condition.

• Increasing irradiation

In afternoon, the sun gets brighter, the solar irradiation increases to 1100 W/m2,

and the generated PV power increases to 2.896MW. The load condition is constant

at 2.6MW. The battery converter controller will enter buck mode operation to store

the extra power. The battery will draw power, balancing the system. The SOC will

increase from 73.7% to 80%, with battery power at -292.1 kW, where the negative

value indicates that the battery is charging as shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12.
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Figure 5.11: Real power for the PV, load, and battery during irradiation change

• Decreasing irradiation

In the evening, the sun is dimmer, and the solar irradiation is reduced to 950 W/m2,

which decreases the generated power to 2.46 MW. This will result in a shortage of

power to cover the load demand. Consequently, the boost converter will operate,

and the battery will supply power to fulfill the load requirements. In addition, the

SOC will decrease from 80% to 77.5% and the battery will discharge at 143 kW as

shown in Figure 5.12. At the end of the day, the sunlight will reduce further, and the

irradiation will drop to 850 W/m2. The generated PV power will decrease to 2.17

MW and the battery will be discharging and reach a level of 286.7 kW. The SOC

decreases until solar irradiation reaches the load demand the next day. Figures 5.11

and 5.12 illustrate this response.

5.1.3.2 Load change

PV without storage is a non-dispatchable source. To demonstrate the ability of the

PV system combined with storage to maintain a desired level of output as irradiation

or load change, the inverter Pref was varied to imitate the process of dispatching at
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Figure 5.12: The SOC of the battery in response to irradiation changes

the request of the power grid operator. This case is used to verify the response of

the BESS to load changes while the PV generation is kept constant. The change

in Pref causes the inverter power to vary. A change in dispatch is represented by

changing Pref for the inverter. The cases below show the change in Pref in different

time divisions for different scenarios.

• Constant Load

In the case of constant load, the PV output power equals the commanded ac power,

and the DC link voltage will remain constant. As a result, the battery will not supply

or absorb real power. This case is shown in Figure 5.13, and represented during the

intervals t = [2 - 5], [10 - 15], and [20 - 25] sec.

• Response to Changes in Pref

In this case, the PV output power remains constant. When the PV output is unable

to cover the command power reference, the battery enables balanced operation. When

the load is increased, the battery will discharge to cover the demand. The total output

power will be the sum of input power from the PV and battery. From Figure 5.13, we

see that the PV power is 2.604 MW and output grid power is 2.898 MW, therefore

we have about 300 kW shortfall of power and that will be met by the battery power.
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Figure 5.13: Pref , PPV and PBattery in response to dispatch changes

When the PV generated power is more than the total load, the battery will absorb the

extra power. As a result, the bidirectional converter would switch to a buck converter

when t = [15 - 20] seconds in Figure 5.14. The PV array is generating 2.601 MW

and Pload is 2.198 MW. This extra PV power of 398.1 kW will be stored balancing

the DC link voltage.

Figure 5.14: The SOC of the battery during Pref changes
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5.1.4 Conclusion

A change in irradiation or a change in inverter dispatch produces a power mismatch

which causes the dc link voltage to change. Using bidirectional buck and boost

converters can enhance the system resiliency by allowing the battery to charge or

discharge according to the system requirement. A system model was developed in a

power systems transients program and simulation cases were used to test the proposed

system. Power electronic converters with advanced controls make renewable energy

sources more reliable and they allow islanded system to operate for short time periods

without backup generators.

5.2 Energy Management of a Battery Combined with PV

Generation (paper 2)

5.2.1 Introduction

Renewable energy such as tidal energy, wind energy and photovoltaic are expanding

beyond just being an area of research and to be sources of energy for the power grid.

These renewable energy sources combined with power electronics have specific advan-

tages when compared to conventional power generation [57]. Improvements in power

electronic converters have made real time power response for grid demand possible.

They do not require fuel and operate without green gas house emission [70]. Inter-

facing significant quantities of PV generation in a real grid is a very challenging task.

Changes in the irradiation and temperature changes make the output characteristic

of PV non-linear. The PV generation system can attain maximum power production

for a given level of solar insolation if the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)

technique is employed. This makes the MPPT techniques important in renewable

energy implementation [58]. Renewable power sources like wind or solar may not be
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available all the time, causing inconsistent generation and requires reserve generators

to meet power demand. Power generation companies are experiencing challenges to

make the renewable energy sources the predominant generation source. One possi-

ble solution to this challenge that has been studied for decades is the integration of

Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) to the grid [56].

BESS is used in some distribution systems and especially in regions with high

residential PV generation. It can be play a vital role in the stability and reliability of

the power system, in the sense that it supplies needed power when there the external

grid is unavailable grid or when the power generated by PV is insufficient due to

inadequate sunlight. When the output power from PV varies, then a battery on the

PV inverter dc link can supply or absorb power from or to the grid to maintain a

constant dc link voltage and help stabilize the grid [56, 70]. Batteries with larger

capacity have long life cycles and are typically very expensive. The life cycle of

batteries is affected immensely when the battery discharged at a current greater

than its rated value or when it is charged at a current higher than the rated value.

Selecting batteries with adequate maximum capacity and moderate discharge rate can

help mitigate this challenge. This ultimately improves the performance and lifespan

of the battery [53, 61]. The aim of this paper is to extend the lifetime of the battery

by ensuring that it operates only when the need arises. By so doing, we will be able

to stabilize the dc link voltage and reduce fast change or discharge of the battery.

When the inverter ac power reference of PV output power changes, causing the

voltage at dc link decreases or increases depending upon the balance of supply and

demand. This causes a lot of charging or discharging [on and off] operations and

this can be controlled by using the concept of hysteresis. The voltage needs to be

regulated within a hysteresis band. If the range of the hysteresis is too small, then

the battery will switch in between change and discharge mode to often. Conversely,

if the hysteresis value is too large, then the bidirectional controller will take a great
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amount of time to respond [1].

5.2.2 System Architecture

As shown in Figure 5.15, the power system modeled here consists of the following com-

ponents: PV model, MPPT controller, Boost converter for PV, BESS, Bidirectional

DC/DC converter for the battery, a DC/AC converter, which are connected connects

to the IEEE 7-bus power system. These models were built and tested with varying

parameters (to evaluate stability) in the Alternate Transients Program (ATP) envi-

ronment along with their corresponding control circuits, as explained in the following

sub-sections.

Figure 5.15: The Schematic Diagram of the Study Power System

5.2.2.1 Model of a Photovoltaic Cell

The PV cell generates a dc voltage (Vpv) under solar radiation. The quality of PV

generation depends on the area of semiconductor material used in PV cell. The gen-

erated PV voltage is low, and it must be brought up to the input level of inverter or

load through series connection of cells [58]. The performance of the output energy

from PV modules is expressed in Wh/m2, while the total output power is represented
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in Watt (W). A PV cell can be represented by an equivalent circuit of its series resis-

tance (Rs), parallel resistance (Rp), and one diode connected anti-parallel with light

generated by the equivalent current source as shown in Figure 5.16. The mathemat-

Figure 5.16: Ideal Single Diode PV Model

ical model of an ideal PV cell can be described through the I-V characteristics curve

theory of semiconductors [57, 71]. The basic equation showing the output current Ipv

of a PV array module is expressed in equation (5.4)

Ipv = Iph − Id −
Vpv + (IpvRs)

Rp

(5.4)

Details of the Ipv) calculations can be found in [1, 62].

5.2.2.2 Modeling of MPPT

At any given instant of time, maximum power can be extracted from the PV array

by biasing the PV cell much like any other diode, and is here aided using MPPT.

The basic operation of PV depends on the voltage and current with respect to the

power. A closed loop control can be applied to the PV array to keep it at the best
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voltage with respect to the maximum power which is called Maximum Power Point

(MPP) [58]. The solar irradiation changes with time which causes variation in other

Figure 5.17: MPPT Function Based on P&O Method

physical quantities like environmental temperature and solar cell temperature, which

all combine to cause the MPP to change. The MPPT algorithm tracks those variations

in the MPP to get maximum output from the PV.

The Perturb and Observe (P&O) method is used here due to the following ad-

vantages. The MPPT can have fast tracking when the perturbation is large and the

needed accuracy is low. However, MPPT can have high accuracy and take a long time

to track the MPP when the perturbation is small. Thus, the variable perturbation

can be used to improve that as shown in Figure 5.17. P&O algorithms work by taking

measurements of both the terminal PV voltage and the PV current by adding small

voltage disturbances [60].

The Figure 5.18 illustrates operation of the P&O method algorithm. The MPPT

algorithm decreases or increases the boost converter duty cycle to track the new MPP.

When the PV array is connected to a load or distribution system, the output

PV voltage level is not the same as that of the grid voltage at dc/ac converter dc

link. A boost converter is applied to match the voltage level to the desired dc link

rating. With the aid of the boost converter, a controlled current source obtained
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Figure 5.18: The P&O method algorithm

from Ipv is connected to the converter dc bus. In this application, the dc link voltage

is controlled by the battery controller. By controlling the duty cycle of the boost

converter, the maximum voltage of the Vpv can be tracked effectively. More details

on the mathematical model of the boost converter are presented in [58, 62].

5.2.2.3 Modeling of Battery

The battery model implemented in this paper uses an equivalent circuit model for

dynamic power simulation rather than electrochemical or experimental based models.

The generic battery model of a Lithium-Ion battery was used in this paper, in which

the battery works as a controlled voltage source [56]. The actual simulation was

carried out using ATP. This battery model is made up of a voltage controlled source

connected with a series resistance as shown in Fig 5.19.

The equation of Lithium-Ion model during discharge and charge modes is shown
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in equation (5.5)

VBatt = E0 −Ri−K(
Q

(Q− it)
)i∗ + Ae(−B.it) (5.5)

Where E0 is no load constant voltage (V); B is exponential capacity (Ah)−1; K

is polarization voltage constant (V); i∗ is low frequency part of the current dynamics

(A); i is current of the battery (A); it is extracted capacity (Ah); Q is the capacity

of the battery (Ah); A is exponential of voltage zone amplitude (V); Rb; Internal

resistance (ohm); and VBatt terminal battery voltage.

Figure 5.19: The Equivalent Circuit for the Battery [68]

Some assumptions are made to work within software limitations, which includes:

the parameters for both discharge and charge can be assumed to be the same, battery

sizing is not calculated, the effect of temperature on the battery model is neglected

for both discharging and charging the battery, and the internal resistance value of the

battery is constant and does not change [1, 68].

The state of charge (SOC) plays an important role in the lifespan of the battery.

The SOC increases with charging and decreases with discharging as per energy con-

servation law. The upper SOC for the battery model used here is set at 85% and
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with 25% as the lower limit, which can be calculated with equation (5.6):

SOC = 100(1− 1

Q

∫ t

0

i(t)dt) (5.6)

Figure 5.20: Discharge Characteristics Curve of the Battery

Figure 5.20 shows the battery characteristics during discharge. The parameters

were calculated using three points in the figure; fully charged voltage Efull, end

of exponential capacity zone (Eexp, Qexp) and nominal zone related with nominal

capacity (Enom, Qnom) [68]. As shown in this figure, there are three areas that describe

the discharge characteristics of the battery. The first area which is narrow, represents

the exponential voltage drop characteristic of the battery when fully charged. The

second area represents the charge that can be drawn from the battery until its charge

drops to below the nominal voltage of the battery. Finally, the last area indicates a

rapid drop of the voltage when the battery discharges totally.

The implemented parameters in this paper are shown in Table 5.1 are obtained by

the rated capacity and the internal resistance. The battery parameters were derived

from the discharge characteristics curve in (5.5).
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Table 5.1: The Parameters of the Battery

Description Name Values Unit

Fully charged voltage EFull 910 Volt

Exponential voltage EExp 830 Volt

Nominal voltage Enom 780 Volt

Nominal capacity Qnom 150500 Ah

Exponential capacity QExp 30000 Ah

Internal resistance Rin 0.016667 Ohm

Rated capacity Q 180000 Ah

5.2.2.4 Bi-Directional Buck/Boost Converter (BDBBC) and

control scheme for the battery

A main objective of the battery is to regulate dc voltage while maintaining control of

injected power. The voltage reference at dc link can be kept higher compared to the

voltage of the battery bank. In this paper we considered the terminal voltage at the

battery be around 900 V, while Vdc
∗ =1500 V. Let’s suppose the battery SOC is 85%

with condition that the battery can supply 2.6 MW power at rated capacity for an

hour, if there is no PV irradiation. The battery discharge rate is given by equation

(5.7) [68].

2.6MW ∗ 1hr

900 ∗ 0.85
= 3.4kAhr (5.7)

The battery bank is connected to the dc link using BDBBC as shown in Figure

5.21.

The converter consists of two switches S1 and S2 which allows the converter to

work on two control modes, buck or boost ,depending on direction of energy flow. The

control system for the BDBBC consists of two controls; an outer controller, which is
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Figure 5.21: (a) The BDBBC Topology (b) The control scheme of the BDBBC

responsible for regulating the voltage at the AC/DC converter dc link, and an internal

controller, that is responsible for regulating the battery current as shown in Figure

5.21(b) [61, 65].

5.2.2.5 The DC/AC Converter Model

The DC/AC converter is a two level three phase Voltage Sourced Converter (VSC)

to connect the PV and battery dc output to the bulk grid. The VSC operates based

on two different control schemes; outer and inner control loops as shown in Figure

5.22 for the real power control [18].

Figure 5.22: Real power control scheme with direct axis current regulator

The outer control is used to generate the reference quantities of the direct and

quadrature axis currents Idref and Iqref based on the output power of the PV and

ac system power factor setting [18]. Its main function is to ensure that the power

seen at the AC side is regulated to net values. On the other hand, the inner current

control loop’s primary objective is to create modulating references for the PWM
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block. It compares the reference current output for the outer control loop with the

measured current of the AC system, and uses the PI controller to generate dq reference

frame voltages references in the process. This voltage is summed up with both feed-

forward and current decoupling components, and scaled with dc voltage to obtain the

modulation functions md and mq [18, 53].

5.2.3 DC Link Voltage Regulation Under Margins

Changes in irradiation and temperature cause a proportional change in both the dc

link voltage as well as changes in power injected to the grid load. The BDBBC can

control the battery by charging and discharging to meet the inverter power reference.

This allows the inverter dc link to be regulated and maintain power stability between

the PV generated power and ac load demand [65]. Voltage regulation in the dc/ac

converter dc link is necessary because the electronic devices may become damaged if

the voltage at the dc link is significantly higher than the reference voltage. Also, if the

voltage drops lower than Vdc
∗, then the operation of the chopper and the converter

circuits will be affected [71]. The control of the dc link voltage should operate as

buck or boost converter at rated voltage, V dcmax,on and V dcmin,on for discharging or

changing the battery. The battery energy management scheme is shown in Figure

5.23 and explained below.

• When the generated power from PV is higher than the power needed at the grid,

then the voltage at the dc link will increase until it is higher than V dcmax,on

At this point, the control topology makes the BDBBC operate in buck mode

allowing charging the battery. Charging the battery makes the voltage at DC

decline until it becomes equal to or less than V dcmax,off . Then the BDBBC

stops charging the battery.

• When the power transferred to the grid is higher than the generated power
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from PV, then the dc voltage decreases and keeps decreasing until it reaches

V dcmin,off . When the voltage at the dc link becomes less than V dcmin,on, the

control scheme allows the BDBBC to operate in boost mode and discharge to

battery. When the boost mode starts, it increases the voltage at the dc link

until it is equal to or higher than V dcmin,off . The boost stops and the battery

stops discharging [1, 61].

• The hysteresis energy management aids the elongation of the battery’s lifespan

because the battery only operates when the threshold voltages V dcmax,on and

V dcmin,on are exceeded.

Figure 5.23: The Energy Management Algorithm (Hysteresis) for the DC/AC Con-
verter

5.2.4 Simulation Results and Discussion

The system of Figure 5.15 was implemented and tested in the transient program to

observe changes in the dc link voltage as solar irradiation varied as shown in Figure
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5.24. Time is scaled assumed that each two seconds in the time axis represents an

hour in the day; where the day is assumed to have 12 hours from sunrise to sunset.

The model is investigates the output of hysteresis control algorithm for the battery

management system under three conditions, when the PV generation is higher, lower

and equal to the grid load. In the model the set point for the as voltage at the grid

side is 690 V and hysteresis control limits of the dc link voltages for upper threshold

are V dcmax,on, V dcmax,off as 1510 V and 1505 V respectively. For the lower threshold

V dcmin,on,, V dcmin,on are 1490 V and 1495 V respectively.

The PV generation varies with respect to changes in solar irradiation as shown in

Figure 5.24, As a result, the voltage at the dc link will also vary. When the voltage

exceeds the threshold the battery responds to limit the bus voltage variation. The

outer voltage control of the BDBBC uses a PI controller to regulate the voltage at

dc link.

Figure 5.24: Irradiation Change

Initially from 0-4.5 sec, the PV power is equal to the ac output power as shown in

Figure 5.25 while the DC voltage is about 1500 V. Figure 5.26 shows the variations

of the voltage at the dc link. The voltage at dc bus is within the hysteresis range

while the battery is not changing or discharging at this point.

Beyond 4.5 sec, the power generation of the PV starts decreasing due to reduced

solar irradiation. This causes the voltage at dc link to be depressed. As soon as the

dc voltage crosses the preset minimum threshold of V dcmin,on the boost mode turns
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Figure 5.25: The Real Power of the PV, Load, and Battery During Irradiation
Changes

on and supplies stored energy to maintain the dc link voltage. Because the battery

discharges 287.2 kW instantly into the grid side, the SOC will reduce from an initial

value of 85% to 75.7% as shown in Figure 5.27.

Figure 5.26: Voltage at the dc Bus During Irradiation Changes

The PV generation comes back to the normal operation at 9.5 sec, during which

the power generation of the PV is equal to the ac power. The voltage at the dc link

starts increasing until it touches the preset maximum upper threshold of V dcmin,off at

which point the boost mode turns off. The battery stops discharging at that instant

with the SOC at 75.7%. The threshold limit can be set according to the battery size

and discharge rate to ensure that the battery works only when required.

As can be observed in Figure 5.25, beyond 13.5 sec the power generation of the

PV rises above the ac load power, thus increasing the voltage at the dc link. When
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Figure 5.27: The SOC of the Battery

the dc link voltage crosses the preset maximum threshold V dcmax,on the buck mode

turns on and the battery absorbs the extra energy in order to maintain the dc link

voltage. The battery power goes to -293.3 kW following a ramp (the negative sign is

an indication that the battery is charging) as shown in Figure 5.25.

The irradiation starts to decrease after 18 sec, causing the PV power generation

to decline below the required load power. This prompts the voltage at the dc link

to start decreasing until it touches the below threshold V dcmax,off , at which point

the buck mode turns off. The voltage at dc continues decreasing until it crosses the

V dcmin,on limit, when the boost mode turns on to make the battery discharge with

the power rate 143 kW over a ramp and the SOC decreases to 79.4%. After 22 sec,

the PV generated power continues to decrease together with the dc link voltage. This

causes the battery to discharge progressively at an increased rate of 431 kW with

higher current. The SOC continues to decrease to 76.4%. The PI controller can keep

the voltage at the dc link close to the threshold voltage set by the user.

At t=0 the voltage at the dc link is equal to the Vref , therefore the battery’s

output current is zero. The battery starts discharging with 320 A from t = 4.5 - 9.5

sec, as shown in Figure 5.28. This is due to the decrease in the solar irradiation as

shown in Figure 5.24. Similarly, the battery discharges at 155.7 A and later increases

discharging 486 A from 18.5 to 22 sec and 22 to 24 sec respectively. Alternatively,
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the battery is taking current, thus charging with -313.3 A from time 13.5 to 18.5 sec

as shown Figure 5.28.

Figure 5.28: The Battery Current During Charging and Discharging

The battery voltage is initially 930 V as seen in Fig 5.29. During charging and

discharging the battery’s terminal voltage changes correspondingly. When the battery

starts discharging the terminal voltage of the battery is decreased, while when the

battery is charging, the battery terminal voltage increases, based on equation (2).

Figure 5.29: The Battery Terminal Voltage During Sequence from Figure 10

5.2.5 Summary and Conclusion

By using the energy storage integrated on a PV converter dc link, the PV performance

on power grid can be enhanced. A dc link energy management scheme was presented.

The energy management system that was used in this paper to regulate the controller

of the battery interface converter works between buck and boost modes. Ramp limits
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are applied to reduce stress on the battery and increase lifespan. A system model

was developed in a power systems transients program and simulation cases were used

to test the proposed system.
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Chapter 6: Synchronous generator and Virtual synchronous

generator design control and models

This chapter consists of material from two papers, the first paper is published in the

proceedings of the IEEE Texas Power and Energy Conference (TPEC) from February

6-7, 2020. And the second paper is published in the proceedings of the IEEE Inno-

vative Smart Grid Technologies (ISGT) Conference held in Washington, DC from

February 17-20, 2020.

6.1 Implementation of Emulated Inertia using PV Genera-

tion with Energy Storage to Improve Integrated Grid

Response (paper1)

6.1.1 Introduction

As renewable energy such as photovoltaic and wind turbines generation becomes

more common, there are several great challenges to design, implement and integrate

them into the existing power grid without compromising system stability [4]. The

overall system inertia is drastically reduced with the integration of these renewable

energy sources when they are controlled to track peak power. While the traditional

synchronous generating plants has large rotating components that provides adequate

generating inertia, the typical renewable energy sources (e.g. PV) has little or no

inertia [4] and [45]. When the rotational inertia is low in the power system, the

frequency dynamics are faster and it becomes challenging to control frequency and

operation of the power system. Due to the control schemes implemented in power

electronic devices in coupling the renewable energy units to the existing system, the

inherent inertia provided by the conventional generating units offset by the renewable

power generation cannot be easily compensated by the renewable sources unless some

special measures are taken, thereby increasing the complexity of operating the power
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system as a whole [39]. Furthermore, due to the typical control algorithm that opti-

mizes real power output, power-electronic coupled generation, such as photovoltaics,

are limited in their ability to supply reactive power to stabilize power system voltage.

[32].

Renewable energy combined with power electronic interfaces has some advan-

tages, which includes small output impedance, fast response of active and reactive

power control, providing potential for the participation of distributed energy in the

frequency and voltage regulation of the distribution and transmission networks [4].

To mitigate the negative impact of renewable energy sources in the existing tradi-

tional power grid, energy storage can be employed to provide artificial inertia to the

grid. Frequency control is possible if an additional control path is added, allowing an

inertia response to be emulated. Without this additional control, the frequency sup-

port deteriorates [32]. When additional energy storage control is implemented, the

frequency support is further improved. Using this strategy, conventional rotating ma-

chines and the renewable energy generation would exhibit similar grid characteristics.

This makes the participation of the renewable energy in the frequency control of the

power system plausible. In the same vein, the existing power electronics interfaced

sources can also provide some ancillary services such as voltage regulation, thereby

improving the stability of the power system [32] and [72]. Some of the renewable en-

ergy sources that do not have inherent inertia and damping can be can be controlled

to emulate a Synchronous Generator (SG) by adding a virtual synchronous generator

(VSG) controller. A VSG generally consists of renewable energy sources combined

with storage energy plus one or more power converters and a master controller. The

VSG control can provide frequency droop in the grid and damping support for grid

oscillations. These behaviours are dynamically the same as the conventional SG [46].

In this paper, virtual inertia was incorporated into a PV system with battery

energy storage to enhance grid stability. This virtual inertia is provided by controlling
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some renewable energy sources to act as VSGs. The dynamic behavior of synchronous

generator is represented by the fundamental swing equation to produce virtual inertia.

The parameters of the VSG are controlled in order to improve the system’s response,

unlike in a real synchronous machine [46].

6.1.2 System description

As shown in Figure 6.1, the power system model consists of a PV system model,

MPPT control, a boost converter for the PV system, a BESS, a bidirectional DC/DC

converter, and VSG control for the dc/ac converter. These models are built as mod-

ules in an EMTP type program environment as explained below.

Figure 6.1: The schematic diagram of the power system used in this paper

6.1.2.1 PV modeling

A PV cell generates a dc voltage (Vpv) under solar radiation. The PV generation

depends on the semiconductor material used in PV cell and the area of the cell. The

PV cell modelled in this paper is represented by an equivalent circuit which consist of

series resistance (Rs), parallel resistance (Rp), and a diode connected in parallel with

a current source that represents the sunlight generation, while IPV and VPV represent
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the solar cell terminal output current and voltage respectively, as shown in Figure

6.2[58] and [72].

Figure 6.2: Ideal Single Diode PV Model

The mathematical model of an ideal PV cell can be described through the I-V

characteristics curve theory of semiconductors [72]. The basic equation showing the

output current, Ipv, of a PV array module is expressed in equation (6.1).

Ipv = Iph − Id −
Vpv + (IpvRs)

Rp

(6.1)

Details of the Ipv calculations can be found in [63] and [72]. Due to the irregular

nature of the solar irradiation, a maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control is

essential to extract the maximum power from the PV array at a given time instance.

The Perturb and Observe (P&O) algorithm method is used to implement MPPT in

this paper due to its high efficiency. A detailed description of the MPPT can be found

in [63].
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6.1.2.2 BESS Modeling

In this paper, a generic Lithium-Ion battery model is adopted. The dynamic simu-

lation uses an equivalent circuit model rather than electrochemical or experimental

models. The battery model is made up of a controlled voltage source connected be-

hind a series resistance as illustrated in Figure 6.3 [53] and the specifications of the

implemented BEES are shown in Table 6.1

Figure 6.3: The equivalent circuit of the battery

Table 6.1: The Parameters of the BESS

Description Name Values Unit

Fully charged voltage EFull 910 Volt

Exponential voltage EExp 830 Volt

Nominal voltage Enom 780 Volt

Nominal capacity Qnom 150500 Ah

Exponential capacity QExp 30000 Ah

Internal resistance Rin 0.016667 Ohm

Rated capacity Q 180000 Ah

The inherent equation which applies to the charging and discharging operations

of the Lithium-Ion model is given in equation (6.2)
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VBatt = E0 −Ri−K(
Q

(Q− it)
)i∗ + Aexp(−B.it) (6.2)

A detailed description of the BESS is presented in [53] and [72]

6.1.2.3 VSG Control Modeling

An overview of the implemented structures of VSG control connected to the grid

system is illustrated in Figure 6.4 and the implemented parameters are shown in

Table A.1. This control is accomplished through the Voltage source converter that is

linked to the power grid through a LC filter. Characteristics of the SG behavior were

implemented using the traditional swing equation as additional controls for the VSC

to allow the converter to provide emulated inertia [39] and [52].

The swing equation implemented in this study is shown in equation (6.3):

2H

ωsyn(t)
.
d2δm(t)

d2t
= Pm.pu(t)− Pe.pu(t) = Pa.pu(t) (6.3)

Where:

δm(t) is the position of rotor angular (rad).

ωsyn(t) is angular velocity of the rotor (rad/s).

Pe.pu(t), Pm.pu(t) and Pa.pu(t) respectively are the electrical, mechanical and

accelerating power in pu.

H is the desired inertia constant.

This inertia control determines both the phase angle reference, θV SG, and angular

frequency, ωV SG, in the inner control loop of the inverter. In addition, the voltage

reference amplitude, V̂ r∗
V SG, is used for a control loop to determine a reactive power

reference. The controllers for the VSG and |V | are represented as external loop that

produce the voltage control and current control references. A Phase Locked Loop

(PLL) is used to detect the measured frequency from the grid and this frequency is
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used as an input to the swing equation as a damping term [18] and [1]. Each block

from Figure 6.4 will be discussed in the following sections.

1- Active Power Control and Inertia Emulation for VSG

As represented in the block diagram in Figure 6.5, the angular speed of the VSG is

defined as ωV SG, while the phase angle θV SG is obtained from the integral of ωV SG.

The per unit (pu) frequency of the grid is estimated and tagged ωPLL from the PLL

[4] and [39]. In addition, the part of Figure 6.5 labelled APC is the droop control

that represents the equivalent frequency response of a steady-state generator speed

governor characteristic to control the VSG power [46].

Figure 6.4: Simplified block diagram of VSG model

Equation (6.4) illustrates the VSG virtual speed deviation, δωV SG, and introduces

the virtual phase angle, δθV SG. Also, this equation represents the effect of the power

balance on the response of the swing equation implemented in the VSG model [4] and

[39].
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Figure 6.5: Active Power Control and Inertial Emulation Based on Swing Equation

dδωV SG
dt

=
1

Ta
(P r∗ − P −Kd(ωV SG − ωPLL) +KW (ω∗

V SG − ωV SG)) (6.4)

Where:

Kd is the constant damping factor of virtual synchronous generator.

Kw is droop constant gain.

Ta is the inertia time constant of the VSG.

P is active power electrical measured from the grid (pu).

ω∗
V SG is the reference speed.

P r∗ is the virtual mechanical power reference which mimics the SG’s mechanical

power.

2- Reactive Power Control and Virtual Impedance

The advantage of adding a Reactive Power Control (RPC) is that it enhances the

stability of the grid voltage [46]. As shown in Figure 6.6, the output voltage reference,

V̂ r∗
V SG, is used as input for the virtual impedance used to represent dynamic behavior

in response to power system response.

Where:

q∗V SG is the external reference of reactive power.
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Kq is the droop constant gain in (pu).

ωf,V SG is the filtered output of the measured reactive power in (pu).

The virtual impedance as shown in Figure 6.6 is used to adjust the VSG in steady

state and provide dynamic response to the dynamic behavior of the system grid [46].

3- Cascade Voltage and Current Controller

The cascade voltage and current controllers of the VSG, which is sometimes referred

to as a synchronous reference frame (SRF) voltage and current controllers can be

seen in the Figure 6.7. They operate in the synchronous rotating dq-reference frame

making it possible for the controllers to be of a simple PI type. The outer-loop voltage

controller receives its reference via the virtual impedance reference and provides a

current reference to the inner-loop current controller. The current controller in turn

provides voltage modulation reference in the dq-reference frame. The reference is then

converted into abc stationary frame by an inverse park/clark Park’s transformation

[52] and [73].

Figure 6.6: Reactive Power Control and Virtual Impedance of VSG

The PI controller of the current loop was tuned with modulus optimum method

while the outer voltage loop was tuned using t the symmetrical optimum method as

implemented in [4] and [46].
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Figure 6.7: Voltage and Current Controller of VSG

6.1.3 Simulation Results and Discussion

In this paper, the base model shown in Figure 6.1 was implemented in ATP. The

simulations were conducted under varying conditions to show how the proposed im-

plementation can support the stability of a small grid. For the base model, the rated

power of the VSC was set to 2.75MVA, while the rated ac voltage value was 690V

(VLL,RMS). The initial inputs and parameters of the model of VSG are specified as

defined in [46]. Different cases were implemented and tested in this paper. This was

achieved by varying the grid frequency, reactive power demand and controlled virtual

inertia. The main goal is to demonstrate and explore the various properties and ca-

pabilities of the VSG under each case and its practical suitability toward providing

interia support for PV generation.

The variations mentioned above prompt the VSG controller to be activated so

that the required voltage and power needed to damp the oscillation are generated.

Results obtained from the simulation of these cases are presented and discussed below.
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Figure 6.8: Grid frequency decrease

A. Response to Grid Frequency Change

As shown in Fig 6.8, the angular frequency of the grid system is decreased from 1

pu to 0.992 pu (i.e. actual value of 374 rad/sec) by rapidly increasing the total

load demand as shown in the Figure 6.9 (The simulation was run for 20 sec). The

primary objective for this set-up is to show how the active power is distributed from

the storage element during events that causes the grid frequency to change. A very

large change was used for illustration.

As the grid frequency decreases from the initial steady-state, the frequency droop

(Kw) of the APC described in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 starts responding to correct

the grid frequency by increasing the output active power of VSG. This is achieved

by increasing the P r∗. The ”speed control” of the VSG responds to a frequency

decrease in the system by extracting energy from the effective rotating mass to follow

any change in the frequency. This contributes to the control of the frequency by

increasing the output power, which causes the frequency to settle to a new, but lower

operating point.

As shown in Figure 6.9, from t = 0 - 10 sec, the inverter power set point (Pload) is
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Figure 6.9: VSG active power response

equal to the PV output without any contribution from the battery storage. However,

at t = 10 sec the grid frequency declines due to an increase in the load. Consequently,

the Virtual synchronous generator controller will operate causing the battery to dis-

charge at 600 kW to meet the load increment from the droop controller as shown in

Figure 6.10. The amount of active power shared by the battery storage is determined

by the constants (Kw) of the power controllers.

B. Response to Change in Voltage at the Point of Interconnect

In this case, there is a large sudden increase in the reactive power required by one of

the loads in the grid which causes the voltage at the Point of Interconnect to depress.

This is quite similar to the starting of large induction motor, a situation in which

the rotor field needs large reactive power to start up. At time t = 9.5 sec, the Point of

Interconnection voltage drops as the load reactive power increased as show in Figure

6.11.

The reactive power control of the virtual synchronous generator will respond by

increasing its reactive power generation to regulate voltage at the Point of Inter-
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Figure 6.10: Response of the battery power to grid frequency change

Figure 6.11: Dynamic Response of Load Voltage Amplitude

connection as shown in Figure 6.12. Hence, the VSG is able to contribute to the

voltage control and local voltage stability of the grid. Without the implementation of

the ac voltage regulation in the virtual synchronous generator, the voltage depression

would continue until the grid becomes unstable which could eventually lead to system

collapse.
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C. Impact of Different Virtual Intertia Constants on Response

In this last case, the impact of different values of the virtual inertia time constant Ta of

virtual synchronous generator is examined. The system experiences a grid frequency

change similar to that observed in Figure 6.8. The VSG has been simulated at two

values, for the inertia time constant, Ta = 5 sec and Ta = 20 sec. The system response

under these two inertia time constants was compared as shown in Figure 6.13.

Figure 6.12: VSG Reactive Power Response

In this case, at time t = 9.5 sec the frequency decreases from the initial steady-

state value. The BESS mitigates the frequency change by discharging, supplying

power to the grid. As shown in Figure 6.13 the angular speed of VSG at a large

inertia of Ta = 20 sec takes a longer time to settle to steady-state as compared with

the lower inertia Ta = 5 sec. At a lower inertia time constant, the initial variation in

speed is much more pronounced, although it reaches the new steady state faster than

the larger inertia time constant (Ta = 20 sec).

Figure 6.14 illustrates that the change in power output in response to the decrease

in the grid frequency for the two different time constants. Prior to time t = 9.5 sec,
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Figure 6.13: VSG angular speed variations with Ta = 5 sec and 20 sec

the PV generation is equal to the inverter output (ignoring the losses), hence the

battery power is zero, i.e. there is no power contribution from the battery. However,

as soon as the grid speed drops at time t = 9.5 sec, there is an increase in the power

supplied by the inverter due to VSG controller.

Figure 6.14: VSG Active Power Response

The comparison of the battery response for the two different virtual inertia time

constants (i.e. Ta = 5 sec and Ta = 20 sec) is shown in Figure 6.15. The higher
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inertia time constant requires more immediate power output from the battery (i.e.

600kW), while the lower inertia time constant however requires less initial battery

power (i.e. 505kW) and a slower ramping of the battery power output. Therefore,

it can be concluded that the change in time constant impacts both the peak VSG

power needed and the rate of change the battery sees. This is one of the key trade

offs for different time constants from battery point of view.

Figure 6.15: Battery Real Power Response

6.1.4 Summary and Conclusion

Coordinated additional control is an important feature to implement a combined

battery energy storage system and PV installation to enhance the PV integration to

support frequency. In addition, when there are variations in the grid frequency, the

combined PV an battery helps to regulate the frequency similar to that of a syn-

chronous generator’s inertia behavior using a VSG emulation in the inverter controls.

In this paper, the virtual synchronous generator was designed and then demonstrated.
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6.2 Evaluation of Virtual Synchronous Generator Compared

to Synchronous Generator (paper 2)

6.2.1 Introduction

As distributed generation (DGs) using renewable energy sources (RES) continues to

increasingly penetrate the power system, more attention is being paid to the control

of the power electronic converters used to integrate the DG to the power grid. These

power electronic converters aid the control of the power contribution of renewable

energy sources to the traditional power grid [57]. Compared to a conventional power

plant which is dominated by synchronous generators, the distributed generation units

have little or no rotor kinetic energy, and do not contribute any damping effect to

the power system. The overall system inertia of a high penetration DG integrated

power grid is drastically reduced. When the net rotational inertia in the power sys-

tem is low, the frequency dynamics are faster and it becomes challenging to control

the frequency for stable operation of the power system. Furthermore, due to typical

control algorithms that optimize real power output, power-electronic coupled gener-

ation, such as photovoltaics, are limited in their ability to supply reactive power to

stabilize power system voltage [72] and [74].

One possible solution that has been proposed and implemented to improve the

dynamic response of such grid is the provision of adding inertia, albeit virtually

[72]. Virtual inertia can be established in DG by incorporating energy storage, with

appropriate control mechanisms for the converter. The behavior of a conventional

synchronous generator can be emulated by controlling the output of the converter

appropriately. In this idea, the DG can be controlled by the converter to exhibit

responses similar to that of a real synchronous machine when there are changes in

the operating conditions or when disturbances occur in the power grid. This concept
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is referred to as a virtual synchronous generator (VSG). The major objective of the

VSG is to mimic the dynamic properties and response of an actual SG for the power

electronics based distributed generator units, to inherit the stability enhancement

features of a SG. It does not only mimic the SG’s steady state behavior, but also

its transient characteristics by the application of the swing equation in the controls

to enhance the inertia. Therefore, this design is implemented to operate just like

the synchronous generator, providing inertia and damping properties by controlling

the amplitude, frequency and phase angle of the terminal voltage [39] and [74]. In a

nut shell, the VSG can provide frequency droop in the grid and damping support in

response to grid oscillation. The renewable energy source can then provide ancillary

services to the power grid through this means [72].

The aim of this paper is to compare the dynamic behavior of a VSG implemented

in power electronics coupled generation to that of an actual SG. The control for the

conventional SG were used for the comparison. Instead of the traditional phase locked

loop (PLL), the VSG control implemented in this paper utilizes the swing equation

to synchronize with the grid, plus the built-in droop and inertia characteristics of the

VSG control can provide better active power-frequency response for grid-connected

converters [39] and [75]. Different operating conditions can be accommodated by

adjusting the inertia constant and damping ratio of the VSG controls to damp any

power system oscillation [76].

6.2.2 System Modelling for SG and VSG Comparison

The implemented models for the VSG and SG are based on the concept of dual

modeling and they are represented in the same way. Both VSG and SG models are

built as modules in an EMTP type environment. The key modules of the models in

the SG model which are shown in Figure 6.16 include reactive power control (RPC),

active power control (APC), and an exciter and automatic voltage control (AVR).
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The corresponding modules in the VSG model shown in Figure 6.17 consist of PV,

battery energy system, virtual impedance control, RPC and APC [22] and [46].

Figure 6.16: The main circuit and control block of SG

The PV and the battery storage system are connected to the dc link. More

details about PV and BESS are explained in [53] and [58]. Some of the base values

implemented in these models are represented by their appropriate physical units and

are determined using the apparent power ratings and the rated peak phase-to-neutral

voltage. Lower-case letters denote pu quantities whereas physical values are denoted

by uppercase letters [39] and [77].

The active power control implemented in the VSG emulates the swing equation

and governor of a SG to maintain frequency stability. While the reactive power con-

trol provides the reference ac voltage amplitude for the voltage sourced converter

(VSC) to adjust the reactive power and the voltage magnitude at the point of in-

terconnect. These two controllers determine the phase and amplitude of the VSG’s

voltage reference [77]. The response characteristic of the SG is implemented in the

VSG using the swing equation to control the VSC to allow the converter to provide
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Figure 6.17: The main circuit and control block of VSG

emulated inertia. In the SG and VSG implementation, modeling and control system

is applied in a rotating reference frame [22]. Transformations from the stationary

reference frame to the rotating reference frame uses the amplitude-invariant Park’s

transformation, in which the quadrature q- axis leads the d-axis by 900.

6.2.2.1 Virtual Synchronous Generator Equivalent Circuit to

Emulate a Conventional SG

As earlier discussed, the VSG is designed to replicate the behavior and response of

a SG to changes in the power system operating conditions. In this section, we will

consider the VSG equivalent circuit to emulate a conventional SG and briefly discuss

the modeling and operation of the control circuits of the Reactive Power Control and

Active Power Control. Detailed description of the virtual impedance which mimics

the stator windings is described in [78] and [79].
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6.2.2.2 Reactive Power Control (RPC)

The implementation of RPC control in the VSG is very similar to the AVR model

used in the SG model. In the VSG model, the output amplitude ac voltage reference,

V̂ r∗
V SG, as shown in the block diagram in the Figure 6.18a is used as input of virtual

impedance. This voltage reference output is obtained from equation (6.5) [46]:

V̂ r∗
V SG = V̂ ∗

V SG + kq,V SG(Q∗
V SG −QV SG) (6.5)

Where V̂ ∗
V SG is the voltage amplitude reference; q∗V SG is the external reactive power

reference; Kq is the droop constant gain of VSG reactive power; qV SG is the measured

reactive power output.

Figure 6.18: Reactive Power Control Loop (a) VSG (b) SG

Figure 6.18b illustrates the reactive power control implementation in the SG model

which is quite similar to the RPC implemented for the VSG model. The output

voltage amplitude V̂ ∗
SG is used as the reference input voltage to the exciter. This can

be mathematically represented as shown in equation (6.6) [22] and [77].

V̂ r∗
SG = V̂ ∗

SG + kq,SG(Q∗
SG −QSG) (6.6)

Where:

V̂ ∗
SG is the voltage amplitude reference.

q∗SG is the external reference of reactive power.
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Kq,SG is the droop constant gain of VSG reactive power.

qSG is the reactive power output measured.

6.2.2.3 Active Power Control (APC)

The active power control models of both SG and VSG are somewhat similar in the

sense that they both use droop control. The APC of the VSG as shown in Figure

6.19 includes a droop control term that represents the equivalent frequency speed

governor steady-state droop characteristic, to the control of the VSG power response

to frequency deviations [39] and [78]. The reference power to the VSG, P ∗
m,V SG,

Figure 6.19: Active Power Control loop of VSG

mimics mechanical power of the synchronous generator in the external loop and is

used as the reference input for the VSG. Thus, the APC is obtained by multiplying

the droop constant gain, Kw, with the difference between reference speed ω∗
V SG and

actual speed, ωV SG, and finally by adding an external active power reference P ∗ as

shown in equation (6.7) [76] and [79].

dδωV SG
dt

=
(P r∗ − P −Kd(ωV SG − ωPLL) +KW (ω∗

V SG − ωV SG))

Ta
(6.7)

The block diagram in Figure 6.20 illustrates the active power control, governor

and turbine model implemented for the SG in this study. The active power of the
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Figure 6.20: Active Power Control, turbine and governor

frequency droop in the APC is determined from equation (6.8) [73], [76] and [80].

P ∗
m,SG = P ∗

SG − kω,SG(ωSG − ω∗
SG) (6.8)

The control of the frequency droop is defined by the frequency droop constant

gain, kω,SG. This droop constant acts on the difference between the reference angular

speed ω∗
SG and the actual measured SG speed ωSG; P ∗

SG is mechanical power; P ∗
SG is

power reference in pu. The response delay of the governor’s mechanical system is a

first order lag unit with a time-constant, Tgt.
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6.2.3 Simulation Results

Simulations were carried out on the implemented VSG and SG models in order to

compare their dynamic response under different operating conditions. The param-

eters of both SG and VSG used in this model have the same values. For the base

model, the rated power is 2.75 MVA, while a rated voltage of 690 V (VLL−RMS). The

same parameters implemented for both VSG and SG to aid the appropriate dynamic

response comparison in table A.4 and table A.1 respectively.

To demonstrate the similarity of the VSG and SG dynamic behavior, a number

of cases were implemented and tested in this section.

The response of the VSG and SG were studied under varying operating conditions

which include variations in the grid frequency, reactive power demand and inertia

time constant. Results obtained from the simulation of these cases are presented and

discussed below.
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Figure 6.21: Comparison between SG and VSG response to an increase in real power
load on the grid with change in frequency
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A. Response to Grid Frequency Change

As shown in Figure 6.21, an increase in the load without an increase in the generation

causes the angular frequency of the system to decrease. The main objective of this

case is to compare the dynamic response of the synchronous generator and virtual

synchronous generator to events that cause the grid frequency to change. From time t

= 0 to 9.5 second, the mechanical power is equal to the electrical power as illustrated

in Figure 6.22. However, at time t = 9.5 second, there is a change in the system

operating condition due to increase load demand at the PCC. This causes a change

in both ωV SG and ωSG as they decrease from the reference speed.
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Figure 6.22: Comparison between SG and VSG response to an increase in real power
load on the grid with change in per unit power set point

The new steady-state value of the synchronous speed for the VSG and SG can be

obtained mathematically using equation 6.9.

ωSyn =
P ∗ − Pload +KW (ω∗)

KW

(6.9)
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In this case ω∗ is 1 per unit, P ∗= 0.5 per unit, KW is 20 pu, which can be used

to calculate the new ωSyn. It is observed that the calculated value of 0.992 per unit

(i.e. actual value of 374 rad/sec) matches the value for the generator shown in Figure

6.21.
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Figure 6.23: Comparison between SG and VSG response to an increase in real power
load on the grid with change in output power (W)

As explained in Section 6.2.2, the frequency droop gain constant Kw in the APC

of the VSG has the same value as that implemented in the SG. When the grid angular

speed decreases from the set point, the APC controls for both SG and VSG respond

to adjust the grid speed by increasing the mechanical power as shown in figure 6.22.

The shaft power of the SG is adjusted by the governor in response to the frequency

decline in the power grid. In the case of the VSG, the APC increases the power

supplied to the grid by pulling energy from the battery to try to restore frequency.

It is important to note that severe oscillations affect the performance of the virtual

synchronous generator as converter controls will act to limit the current within the

inverter or battery limits, imposing mover severe limits than would be the case with
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a SG. A higher damping factor can be employed in the VSG to reduce these severe

oscillations. On the other hand, intense oscillation is a common phenomenon in the

SG and it is unaffected by this issue because it has higher overcurrent capacity than

the VSG but the resulting thermal overloading could decrease the time to the next

rewind. As shown in Figures 6.21, 6.22 and 6.23 the dynamic control response of

the implemented VSG models frequency deviation behavior are very similar to the

synchronous generator response. Figure 6.23 shows the matching increase in the

output active power for both the VSG and SG in response to the frequency change.

B. Response to Change in the Reactive Power Demand

This scenario examines and compares the dynamic response of the VSG and SG to an

increase in the reactive power demand due to sudden load change, which results into

voltage depression at the PCC. Equations (6.5) and (6.6) show that a reactive power

mismatch causes a change in the excitation reference. As expected, this event causes
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Figure 6.24: Comparison between SG and VSG response to an increase in reactive
power load on the grid with change in voltage at point of interconnect
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the voltage droop-based reactive power control of the VSG to respond by increasing

its reactive power production in order to accommodate the increased demand at the

PCC.
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Figure 6.25: Comparison between SG and VSG response to an increase in reactive
power load on the grid with change in delivered reactive power

Similarly, the RPC of the SG would operate to mitigate this voltage sag by adjust-

ing the voltage amplitude reference, which prompts the AVR to change the exciter

voltage, as shown in the block diagram in Figures 6.18(a) and 6.18(b). In this case

the SG does not have the reactive capacity to bring the terminal voltage back to the

set point and enters a voltage droop response.

For the time period t = 0 - 9.5 sec, the reactive power supply is equal to the

reactive power demand. However, at time t = 9.5 sec there is a sudden increase in

the reactive power demand on the system, with the deficit causing voltage depression

at the PCC as shown in Figure 6.24. In response to this event, the RPC of both the

VSG and SG increase their respective reactive power setpoints to mitigate the PCC

voltage sag. As show in Figure 6.25, the dynamic responses of both the VSG and SG
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to this disturbance are similar with minor discrepancies in their response.

C- Changes in SG and VSG Response with Different Inertia

Time Constants

The main objective of this scenario is to observe the inertia response of both the VSG

and SG to frequency change under different inertia time constants Ta. As discussed

earlier in equation 6.7, kinetic energy is released or absorbed in the SG to damp

frequency oscillation due to changes in the power system operating condition. This

behavior is emulated in the VSG through the integration of energy storage to provide

emulated inertia in the grid. The inertia response versus time for both the virtual

synchronous generator and synchronous generator models depend on the value of the

inertia time constant. In order to investigate and compare the dynamic performance

of both VSG and SG, different inertia time constant were set in the simulation and

the angular speed response of the VSG and conventional generator were plotted.
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Figure 6.27: Comparison between SG and VSG response to disturbances at different
inertia time constants with frequency responses at Ta = 20 sec

The VSG and SG models were simulated at two inertia time constants, Ta = 6 sec

and with Ta = 20 sec. In this case, at time t = 9.5 sec, the grid frequency decreases

due to a sudden increase in the load power demand. As shown in Figures 6.26 and

6.27, the VSG and SG angular speed of the implemented models at large inertia Ta=

20 sec takes longer time to reach steady-state as compared to the lower inertia Ta =

6 sec. Also, it is observed in the figure that the initial drop in speed in the virtual

synchronous generator is a bit more than that of the synchronous generator, although

they reach steady-state at the same time so there response characteristics don’t match

as well. At a lower inertia time constant of Ta = 6 sec, both models reaches the new

steady-state faster than the larger inertia time constant.

6.2.4 Conclusion

In this paper, a VSG was modeled to mimic both the steady-state and the transient

characteristics of a SG. The dynamic response of the VSG to a transient disturbance
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in the power grid was compared to the response of the SG under similar operating

conditions. It is clear from the results that the VSG can be deployed in place of

synchronous generator because of the similar dynamic behaviour of both models to

varying operating conditions. However, the VSG needs sufficient voltage and current

ratings for the VSC, and enough energy storage (energy and power ratings). This

study confirms that virtual synchronous generator can indeed be controlled to exhibit

similar dynamic response as that of the conventional synchronous generator.
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Chapter 7: Results and Discussion

This chapter will present the results of the ATP simulations. The simulated events will

try to replicate transient events that impact the structure and operation of the system

described in Chapter 6. The goal is to determine the capacity of the battery needed

to support the system inertia under largest credible contingency (worst event where a

response is desired). The power system must be able to withstand contingencies such

as the loss of a major component. It will be helpful to study and test the system’s

performance during those contingencies.

In the model as shown in the Figure 6.1, the PV system is connected to a small

power grid through a step-up transformer. The total load connected to the system

is approximately 16 MW. The PV supplies a steady-state output active power of

2.749 MW. The remaining power is supplied by the grid source. The system initially

operates in steady-state. To evaluate the ability of the combined PV and energy

storage system on the system response disturbances were created applying three phase

faults to some critical transmission lines in the grid with the fault cleared after 200

msec. These events will disconnect some loads from the power grid momentarily.

For the period of time under consideration, the PV is generating more power than

required, hence resulting into generation-load imbalance in the power system. As

shown in the Figure 6.1, the battery energy storage system is combined to the grid-

tied inverter to enhance the frequency control and power stability of the PV/BESS

system. All the parameters of this model are listed in Table A.1.

7.1 Test Scenarios

To validate the model, two scenarios were simulated and studied with the results pre-

sented in this section. The inertia constant, damping coefficient and frequency droop

settings were varied in order to empirically find a preferred battery size to ensure PV

adequate power system stability. Two inertia time constants were considered for both
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scenarios. In addition, two different cases were considered for each test scenario. For

each case, two values of droop gain (Kω) were considered, keeping damping factor

(Kd) constant.

In both tests, the irradiation of the PV is assumed to be constant providing 2.749

MW. These scenarios tests are done for sizing the battery real power and energy

ratings in order to meet desired frequency deviation metrics.

7.1.1 TEST SCENARIO 1

In this test scenario, the inertia time constant is kept constant at four seconds. The

cases considered under this scenario is described in the following cases.

Case 1

First, the effect of virtual synchronous generator control parameters on the damping

coefficient and frequency droop characteristic, is examined and tested. This test

was conducted with the damping coefficient Kd set to 400 and Kω=20 pu and then

equal to 40 pu. Their impact in terms of inertia response was studied in response

to a system disturbance. An instantaneous loss of power and a change in frequency

dynamics occur when if a generator is dropped. Since both of these characteristics

are time varying, the worst-case is considered for analysis. Theoretically, use of the

frequency deviation in the swing equation response to a system disturbance can be

used to estimate for required stored energy. The proposed method is computationally

simple and provides a rapid estimate of the frequency response, and later, ESS sizing.

Since the contingency size depends upon the system settings, the event chosen in this

work is the loss of 2.749 MW for 0.2 sec, where the ESS provides upwards frequency

support in the case of generator outage and downwards support in the case of load

outage.

The active power response at point of interconnect is shown in Figure 7.1. After
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Figure 7.1: Comparing power response at PCC with Ta = 4 sec and Kd=400 following
a loss of generation

the event, the energy storage system capacity and control settings are proposed to

improve the frequency response of the grid.

Figure 7.2 shows the frequency deviation at point of interconnect with an energy

storage system controlled for two values of inertia time constants. The resulting

frequency deviation is ≤ 0.5 Hz for PPV =2.749 MW at an inertia time constant Ta=

4 s. The rate of change of frequency at the PCC connection is important to prevent

misoperation of distance protection relays and must not be higher than 0.5 Hz/sec

[54]. The verification of the right side and left side of the swing equation is described

in Figure 7.3. This figure illustrates the response of the implemented swing equation

which represents the relative motion between the synchronously rotating stator field

axis with respect to time and the rotor axis. The swing equation as shown in 7.1 is

used to study the dynamic response of the machines. The inertial response of the

exchange of the power between the electrical grid and the emulated mechanical rotor

due to the deceleration or acceleration of the rotor (rotor swing) was described in

Chapter 6.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of the system frequency response to disturbances with Ta=
4 sec and kd =400 at different droop gains

2H

ws
.
dω

dt
= Pm − Pe ± PESS (7.1)

The virtual synchronous generator converts the delivered power from the PV gen-

eration combined with the energy from the battery to control the power that will be

supplied to the loads through the power network while emulating the behavior of a

synchronous generator. In Figure 7.3, from the time t = [0 - 8] sec, the accelerating

power (mechanical power - electric power) is zero, since there is no disturbance dur-

ing this time. However, at time t = 8 sec, and event was introduced into the power

system by the disconnection and reconnection of the VSG to the grid at PCC. The

decelerating power due to the loss of generation caused the grid frequency to change

and the BESS mitigates the frequency change by varying its output in an oscillatory

fashion, damping the disturbance. After time 8.2 sec the system recovers to a steady

state.
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Figure 7.3: The represent of equation governing the rotor motion of the VSG

Figure 7.4: Total power from droop term and damping term in response to disturbance
with Ta= 4 sec and kd =400

The impact of the droop term Pd (droop) and damping term Pω which is equal

to Kw(ωV SG − ω∗
V SG) are described in equation (4.47). The battery energy storage

system must be able to contribute to the inertia of the power grid system until the
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frequency reaches the steady-state value by adjusting the damping term as shown in

Figure 7.4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.5: Comparison of (a) Battery output power under different droop gains and
Ta =4 sec (b) variation of the SOC of the battery when Kω is varied

From the block diagram of the active power control explained in chapter 5, the

droop constant gain value acts on the difference between the grid angular speed ωV SG
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and reference angular speed ω∗
V SG as illustrated in equation (7.2).

Pm,V SG = P ∗
m,V SG −Kw(ωV SG − ω∗

V SG) (7.2)

The energy storage system must contain stored energy ESSs in order to be able

to discharge and provide energy to the system when ωV SG < ω∗
V SG during the distur-

bance. However it should be able to absorb energy ESSd from the grid and charge

when the ωV SG > ω∗
V SG. The nominal energy is given by equation (7.3) [54].

Ebatt = ESSs + ESSd =

∫ b

a

Pbatt(t)dt+

∫ e

b

Pbatt(t)dt (7.3)

Where the start time of providing inertia response is b and the end time of the

inertia response as obtained from the first zero-crossing of battery power output. The

maximum power capacity required for the battery energy system as calculated by the

characteristic of the system inertia is 0.6 pu as shown in Figure 7.5(a). The initial

level of SOC is set as 80% based on [53]. During a contingency the SOC’s variation

depends on the status of the battery (i.e. charging or discharging) as shown in the

figure 7.5(b).

Figures 7.6(a) and 7.6(b) illustrate how the voltage phase angle at the filter capac-

itor varies with respect to the power flow of the grid. However, the virtual inductance

of the VSG causes its phase angle to be different when compared to the phase angle

of the PLL. Hence, the phase angle of the VSG is equivalent to the conventional SG

internal voltage phase angle. On the other hand, the PLL tracks the VSG’s terminal

voltage phase angle.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.6: Phase angle displacement of (a) VSG reference frame, (b) PLL reference
frame

Case 2

Based on the control system theory the damping coefficient is an important parameter

for system stability. Similar concept is used for the virtual synchronous generator to
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create damping effect for the system stability [60]. To verify the damping effect in the

model, Kd was decreased to observe the system response. In this case, the equation

of motion of the rotor was applied without including damping. The contingency

created for case 1 is repeated in this case 2 with the damping gain Kd set to zero,

and Kω=20 pu and 40 pu. As a result, the frequency swing is very high at point of

interconnect due to the absence of the damping component as shown in Figure 7.7.

This demonstrates that the damping component is required to damp the oscillation.

Figure 7.7: Comparison of the system frequency response to disturbances with Ta=
4 sec and kd =0 when Kω is varied

In this case, the high gain of Kω lead to less deviations of the frequency and a

lower rate of change of frequency and battery discharging.

The swing equation is used to calculate the power delivered by energy storage

system by integrating the area under the power curve between the start of the event

and the first zero-crossing. The output power from the battery for the two values

of the droop gain due to the generator contingency are shown in Figure 7.8. The

battery output changes due to the disturbance event that caused frequency deviation

in the power system. By comparing the applied droop gain Kω=20 and Kω=40,
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Figure 7.8: Comparing power response at PCC with Ta = 4 sec and Kd= 0 following
a loss of generation

it can be concluded that the higher gain results in more damping of the system

frequency. However, due to ROCOF limitation, excessive high gain will cause the

dynamic response to deteriorate and cause the control system to be unstable.

The comparison of the response obtained evaluating the VSG response due to the

event the quantity of energy required for each case is described in Table 7.1. The

ROCOF, df/dt, Fmax and Fmin are presented in this table. After performing all tests,

in order to provide the inertia response in term of ROCOF as in test 1, it was found

that the most severe contingency occurs when Kd is zero and the Kω is 20 pu and

requiring the largest peak power rating for the battery. Moreover, with the removal

of the damping Kd, the system frequency and ROCOF increases considerably. The

increase of the frequency response can cause the system to be unstable. The ROCOF

values and frequency deviation at the PCC increases when the Kd =0 for Kω=20

and decrease a little bit when Kω is increased to 40 pu. However, when implemented

with Kd in the system, the ROCOF with Kω=20 pu decreases and increases with

Kω=40 pu. With small inertia Ta= 4 sec, the ROCOF and frequency deviation is
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still at higher value. The battery power required in test scenario 1 is (0.57 pu) during

charging and (0.63 pu) during discharge.

In order to decrease the frequency deviations and rate of change of frequency

with the limit values which is less than 0.5 Hz/sec, we have to increase the Ta to

limit the ROCOF value from exceeding ≥ 0.5 Hz/sec and try to find the battery size

to provide sufficient system inertia.

Table 7.1: The results for Test 1

( The battery pu values are based on the inverter power rating)

Case Fmin Fmax df/dt
Battery Power

Charge Discharge

Case1

kd=400

Kω=20 59.65 60.5 0.26 0.57 pu 0.63 pu

Kω=40 59.7 60.4 0.25 0.5 pu 0.52 pu

Case 2

kd=0

Kω=20 58.5 61.5 0.57 0.51 pu 0.74 pu

Kω=40 59 60.8 0.4 0.47 pu 0.46 pu
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7.2 TEST SCENARIO 2

In this test scenario, the inertia time constant is increased compared to Test 1 and kept

constant at 10 seconds. All other parameters and conditions such as solar irradiation

or temperature remain unchanged. Two cases are considered in this scenario.

Case 1

The event from Test 1 was repeated with all subcases using the higher inertia value

to observe the system response and determine battery size. This test was conducted

to assess the impact of increasing the virtual inertia time constant of VSG.

The system experiences a grid frequency change similar to that observed in case

1 under the first test scenario. The parameters of Kd and Kω implemented in this

case are similar to that considered in the test scenario 1. The damping coefficient Kd

in this case is set to 400, while Kω=20 pu and 40 pu. Figure 7.9 shows the response

Figure 7.9: Comparison of the system frequency response to disturbances with Ta=
10 sec and kd =400 at different droop gains.

of the frequency deviation at the point of interconnect. It shows the comparison of
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the system response to different droop frequency gains (i.e. Kω=40 pu and Kω= 20

pu). As illustrated in the figure, the system returns to nominal frequency faster when

Kω=40 pu compared to Kω= 20 pu.

Figure 7.10 shows the comparison of the battery power with two different droop

gains Kω=20 pu and Kω =40 pu, with the damping coefficient maintained at 400. As

shown in the figure, it can be observed that when the droop gain Kω=20 pu needs

a power output from the battery of 0.6 pu. However the Kω=40 pu only requires a

peak battery power transfer of 0.5 pu.

Figure 7.10: Comparison of battery output power to disturbances with Ta= 10 sec
and kd =400 at different droop gains

It can be concluded from Figure 7.10 in this case that a greater maximum peak

capacity is required when compared to Figure 7.5(a) in test 1. The reason being that

a higher inertia time constant was implemented in test scenario 2.
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Case 2

Case 1 was repeated with the damping coefficient Kd in set to 0 in this case, while

the inertia time constant and the droop frequency gains are kept constant.

As it is observed in Figure 7.11, the response of the frequency at point of inter-

connect tends to last for longer time compared to Figure 7.9 in case 1. In addition,

the figure shows that frequency at PCC experiences less oscillation when the Kω =

40 pu compared to the case with a Kω of 20 pu.

Figure 7.11: Comparison of the system frequency response to disturbances with Ta=
10 sec and kd =0 when Kω is varied

Figure 7.12 shows the power delivered by the battery due to the inverter response

to the frequency variations. This figure illustrates the comparison between output

active powers of battery at two different frequency droop gains. It can be observed

that, Kω = 20 requires higher battery sizing when compared to Kω = 40.

The simulation results from test 2 are summarized in the Table 7.2. The increase

in the virtual inertia leads to reduced frequency overshoot and provides slower fre-

quency response. As explained before, when big disturbances occur, the rotor of the
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of battery output power to disturbances with Ta= 10 sec
and kd =0 when Kω is varied

conventional synchronous generator accelerates or decelerates to enhance stability of

the system. In the virtual synchronous generator the battery energy storage system

works working in a similar manner.

Table 7.2: The result for Test 2

( The battery pu values are based on the inverter power rating)

Case Fmin Fmax df/dt
Battery power

Charge Discharge

Case 1

kd=400

Kω=20 59.7 60.32 0.116 0.62 pu 0.67 pu

Kω=40 59.75 60.3 0.112 0.59 pu 0.57 pu

Case 2

kd=0

Kω=20 59.3 60.8 0.37 0.57 pu 0.69 pu

Kω=40 59.45 60.6 0.35 0.48 pu 0.53 pu
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As illustrated in the Tables 7.1 and 7.2, the power system stability depends on the

combined response of the components in the system. The rate of change of the power

ratio to the ROCOF is directly dependent on the system inertia. A system with larger

total inertia can withstand larger disturbances when compared to a system with small

inertia. Furthermore, the small inertia system may see large ROCOF value for the

large disturbance which may cause nuisance tripping of protective relays. The reason

behind this is that large inertia system has slower ROCOF as compared to small

inertia system. The virtual synchronous generator needs increased energy storage

capacity in order to emulate a larger inertia.

In order to fulfill all operational requirements in these tests with high impact

disturbances, it can be concluded from the results that the battery power needed in

the test scenario 2 is 0.62 pu during charging and 0.69 pu during discharge. This

section presents the results for the vary limited test conditions that were considered

in order to find a battery peak power rated size (MW) that meet the project goal.

The objective of the this study is to investigate the change of inertia coefficient

gain and frequency droop gains needed to allow a significant renewable energy source

integration and determine the battery power rating.
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7.3 Energy Storage Capacity Estimation

The same contingencies that were described in the earlier scenarios were also con-

sidered in this section. The main objective of this section is to calculate the energy

storage capacity required to respond to these disturbances. As discussed in the con-

struction of VSG, emulated inertia replaces kinetic energy (KE) of the rotor. KE

can be expressed by equation (7.4) [8].

KE =
1

2
.J.ω2

m (7.4)

Figure 7.13: Virtual Kinetic Energy

The simulation result in Figure 7.13 shows that the steady-state kinetic energy

for a synchronous machine rated at 2.75 MVA, with H = 10 seconds is 13.03 MJ.

However, when the disturbance the KE fluctuates between 13.25 MJ and 12.87 MJ

with respect to the frequency speed variations at transient state. The battery doe

snot need to start out storing 13.03 MJ as an initial state of charge, but it needs
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Figure 7.14: Energy required to satisfy damping term

to be able to supply or absorb energy associated with the swings for the set inertia

constant.

Equation (7.5) illustrates the motion of the machine which mimics conventional

generator with a damping coefficient. In order to fully emulate a synchronous genera-

tor, there is a desire to add damping term (Ds) to the virtual synchronous generator.

The inverter could also implement a damping controller without the intertia emula-

tion.

2H

ws
.
dω

dt
= (Pinput − Poutput)−Ds (7.5)

Figure 7.14 shows the result determining Ds from the simulation results using

(7.5) and integrating the result using (7.6). This plot shows the energy required to

implement a damping controller.

ED = −
∫
Ds.dt (7.6)
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Figure 7.15: Change in energy from the battery in response to the disturbance

In the conventional generator, the resistance of the damping winding absorbs

the energy consumed by the damping term. However, in the case of the virtual

synchronous generator, the energy storage performs this role. Figure 7.15 shows the

energy the battery needs to exchange with the grid in response to the disturbance.

The difference PV output (equivalent to mechanical power) and inverter output

electrical power is supplied by the energy storage. The integral of the power difference

is stored as Etotal as illustrated in equation (7.7).

Etotal = −
∫

(Pm − Pe).dt (7.7)

The maximum energy storage requirement to compensate the Pe being controlled

to emulate the swing equation is shown in the Figure 7.16.
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Figure 7.16: Total energy (Etotal)

7.4 Discussion

Energy storage systems need to be added to the system to replace the lost inertia when

synchronous generators are replaced. The power and energy ratings of the energy

storage are impacted by the inertia settings for the virtual synchronous generator.

This chapter illustrated the possible impacts of high renewable energy integration

and proposed a simple technique for approximating battery sizing with respect to

power and energy by providing emulation inertia in order to meet the target system,

power and frequency characteristics. Three scenarios were simulated in order to

determine the battery energy sizing required to support the power system inertia

which prevents rate of change of frequency. Nevertheless, one major limitation of

using battery energy storage system as opposed to a synchronous generator is that it

is limited in terms of power rating of the inverter and of the battery as well as energy,

which prevents them from providing most of the possible beneficiary impact they can

have on the network. In order to achieve all operational needed in these test scenarios

with major disturbances, the results in test scenario 1 show that the battery needs
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to absorb a peak power of 0.57 pu and supply a peak power of 0.63 pu. The results

from test scenario 2 show that the battery needs to absorb a peak power of 0.62 pu

and supply a peak power of 0.69 pu.
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Chapter 8: Summary, Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Summary

Although the penetration of the distributed renewable energy source into the tradi-

tional grid has risen over the past few decades, the potential negative impact of this

integration can never be overemphasized. One issue is the absence of inertia in the

renewable energy sources. To mitigate this problem, this dissertation examines the

integration of virtual synchronous generators (VSG) controlled based on swing equa-

tion. Through this concept, it is plausible for the renewable distributed generator

to exhibit the characteristics and behavior of synchronous generators (SG) such as

inertia, frequency droop functions and damping. One of the aims of this dissertation

was to determine the extent to which frequency stability can be improved using a

storage element in conjunction with the renewable energy source to create virtual

inertia.

The models in this dissertation are implemented, designed and simulated in an

electromagnetic transient program (EMTP) a PV inverter connected to a 9-bus AC

system.

This dissertation illustrated the results of several scenario that include some

contingency such as rapid increase in electrical load and variations in PV generation

power. In this dissertation, we are trying to make the PV generation more stable

and reliable by using battery energy storage system. The model depends on batter-

ies paired with a PV inverter to store energy acquired during sunlight hours. This

model consists of three types of converters a boost DC/DC converter with the PV

inverter, a bidirectional DC/DC converter interfacing the battery, and the grid con-

nected DC/AC inverter. Different simulation scenarios were tested and evaluated.

The simulation model reacts correctly demonstrate how the maximum power point

tracking (MPPT) control would react corresponding to the irradiation state. The

response of the system with energy storage was tested by simulating cases with solar
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irradiation change and ac load changes described the first half of Chapter 5 (paper1).

In addition, the second paper in Chapter 5 described the impact of control setpoints

for the dc/dc converter for the BESS on charge cycling. The energy management

designed in the chapter was used to regulate the controller of the battery interface

converter. Ramp limits are implemented to make the lifetime of the battery longer.

To ensure the positive contribution of the PV to the stability of the grid, this

dissertation models the virtual synchronous generator based on the swing equation

to control the power setpoint for the grid-imposed inverter based on 9-bus AC. This

dissertation also examines the response of the grid under diverse varying conditions.

The cases considered includes variations in the grid frequency, inertia time constant,

active and reactive power. The control of the virtual synchronous generator was pre-

sented and the simulation results showing the effectiveness as covered in first section

in Chapter 5. Also the second section in Chapter 6 explains the implemented models

and presents the comparison between models for the VSG and SG. The response of

the VSG and synchronous generator were studied under varying operating conditions

which includes variations in the grid frequency, reactive power demand and inertia

time constant.

Lastly, chapter 6 present empirical simulation results to determine power and

energy ratings for the battery energy storage to for set values of inertia emulation

and damping control. The estimated size of these devices to maintain the stability of

the system was also observed.
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8.2 Conclusions

This dissertation developed and implemented and tested a VSG by adding a bat-

tery energy storage system on the dc link of the inverter for a PV system. The

dc/dc converter for BESS provides voltage regulation for dc link voltage allowing the

inverter setpoint to be controlled using the swing equation. This was successfully

demonstrated using simulation with the VSG connected to a 9 bus system.

The virtual synchronous generator was implemented in such a way that it over-

comes the renewable energy sources shortcomings. VSG was modeled to mimic both

the steady state and the transient characteristics of the SG. The dynamic response of

the virtual synchronous generator to transient disturbance in the power grid was com-

pared to the response of the synchronous generator under similar operating conditions.

It is clear from the results that the virtual synchronous generator can be deployed

in place of synchronous generator because of the similar dynamic behavior of both

models to varying operating conditions. However, the VSG needs sufficient voltage

and current ratings for the voltage source converter, and enough energy storage (en-

ergy and power ratings). This study confirms that VSG can indeed be controlled to

exhibit similar dynamic response as that of the conventional synchronous generator.
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8.3 Future Work

The following research topics can be explored to build on the results in this disserta-

tion.

• The dissertation implements VSG based on swing equation using battery energy

storage. Future researchers could look at the trade-offs between using battery

energy storage, flywheel energy storage or other energy storage technologies.

• The proposed approach could be improved by having a more detailed model of

the PV system and more comprehensive scenarios. This improved system model

will include more detailed implementations of PV during 12 months duration,

such as irradiation change or the temperature. This would make it possible to

extend study on the impacts of disturbances on this system; find the response

of the VSG on these proceedings, and what is the big energy storage capacity

requirement to make the system stable in response to disturbances.

• This research implemented the VSG on a single PV inverter with storage con-

nected to a small ac system with one synchronous generator. Future researchers

should look at cases with a large number if PV inverters with installations at

widely spaced buses. This can be used to address mulitple research questions

including: what percentage of the PV inverters need storage added, developing

a decentralized control for dispersed VSGs, and addressing performance during

variable cloud conditions when there could be demands on the storage to only

cover PV output variations.

• This model was implemented BESS combined with PV that is connection in the

dc link of the inverter. Further research could explore connecting the battery

energy storage system to the ac system through a dedicated voltage source

converter and compare complexity, efficiency and cost.
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• For further study, another approach such as stochastic optimization calculate

the optimal energy sizing can be applied to.

• Cost-benefit studies were not discussed in this research. In future study, the

cost estimation for different approaches to address the challenges of reduced

inertia can be explored. .

• In what ways will the new services affect investment in energy storage?

• To what degree can the energy storage improve the system’s stability during

severe frequency event?
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Appendix A: Virtual Synchronous Generator, Synchronous

Generator, and PV Model Parameters

The parameters of the VSG, SG, and PV model parameters are listed in Tables A.1

through A.4. Some of these parameters come from [5], and other parameters were

tuned in the Simulink to make the system stable.

Table A.1: Virtual Synchronous Generator Parameters

Description Name value Unit

Rated Power S 2.75 MVA

Rated nominal voltage VLL,RMS 690 V

Rated angular frequency ωb 2π.f rad/s

Frequency droop gain Kω 20 pu

Reactor power droop gain Kq 0.2 pu

Damping factor Kd 400

Inertia time constant Ta 2 sec

Active power reference 0.5 pu

Reactive power reference q 0.0 pu

Voltage reference 1.02 pu

Voltage controller gains Kpv, Kiv 0.59, 736

Current controller gains Kpc, Kic 1.27, 14.3

Reactive power filter ωf 1000 rad/s

Filter resistance rf 0.003 pu

Filter inductance lf 0.08 pu

Filter capacitance cf 0.074 pu

Grid resistance rg 0.01 pu

Grid inductance lg 0.2 pu

Grid voltage vg 1.0 pu

Virtual resistance rv 0.0 pu

Virtual inductance lv 0.2 Pu

Active damping gain KAD 0.5 pu

Active damping filter ωAD 60 rad/s
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Table A.2: Synchronous generator governor and exciter parameters

Description Name value Unit

Frequency droop gain Kω,SG 20 pu

Angular frequency reference ωSgˆ* 1 pu

Reactive power droop gain Kq,SG 0.2 pu

Damping factor Kd,SG 0

Inertia time constant TSG 2 sec

Active power reference PSgˆ* 0.5 pu

Reactive power reference qSgˆ* 0.0 pu

Voltage reference VSGˆ* 1.00 pu

Proportional gain Kpex 0.0235

Integral gain Kiex 0.00503

Time constant for exciter Tex 0.1 sec

Time-constant Tgt 0.5 sec

Reactive power filter ωf,SG 1000 rad/s

Grid angular frequency ωG 1 pu

Grid voltage vg 1.0 pu
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Table A.3: Synchronous generator machine parameters

Description value Unit

Rated power 2.75 MVA

Nominal rated voltage 690 V

Rated angular frequency 60 rad/sec

Number of poles (pole pairs *2) 8

Armature resistance 0.004 pu

Synchronous reactance d-axis 1.8 pu

Synchronous reactance q-axis 1.672 pu

Leakage reactance 0.1 pu

Transient reactance d-axis 0.166 pu

Transient reactance q-axis 0.98 pu

Subtransient reactance d-axis 0.119 pu

Subtransient reactance q-axis 0.17 pu

Zero sequence reactance 0.046 pu

Open circuit time const in d-axis 1.754 sec

Open circuit time const in q axis 0 sec

Open circuit subtransient time const in d axis 0.019 sec

Open circuit subtransient time const in q axis 0.164 sec
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Table A.4: The parameters of the KC200GT solar array at 25oC, 1000W/m2 [8]

Parameters Symbol Value

Voltage-temperature coefficient KV -0.123v/K

Current-temperature coefficient Ki 0.0032A/K

Open-circuit voltage at Tn and Gn V0cn 32.9V

Short-circuit current at Tn and Gn Iscn 8.2 A

Experimental maximum power Pmax,e 200.14W

Current at maximum power Imp 7.6 A

Voltage at maximum power Vmp 26.3

Parallel numbers of PV modules Np 500

Serious numbers of PV modules Ns 24
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Appendix B: Virtual synchronous generator control and

simple dynamic machine model implemented in ATPDraw

B.1 Reactive Power Control, Govornor and VSG swing equa-

tion

Figure B.1: Reactive Power Droop Control and VSG Inertia with Govornor

B.2 Virtual Impedance, Voltage Control and Current Con-

trol
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Figure B.2: Virtual Impedance, Voltage and Current Controllers of VSG implemented
in ATPDraw

B.3 Synchronous Generator Parameters
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Figure B.3: Parameters of Synchronous Generator implemented in ATPDraw
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Appendix C: Average model boost converter and Phase

Locked Loop

C.1 DC/DC Boost Converter Average Model

Figure C.1: DC/DC converter average model implemented in ATPDraw

C.2 Bidirectional Buck Boost Converter Average Model

The state equations of BDBBC average model as shown in equations (C.1 and (C.2)

L
d

dt
iL(t) = Vg(t)− Vc(1− d)(t) (C.1)

C
d

dt
VC(t) = iL(1− d)(t)− I0(t) (C.2)

Where:

Vg (t) is voltage input of the converter (V).

Io (t) is the output current of the converter (A).

iL (t) is inductor current (A).

VC (t) is capacitor voltage (V).
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Figure C.2: DC/DC converter average model implemented in ATPDraw

C.3 Phase-Locked Loop

Figure C.3: Schematic Diagram of the PLL implemented in ATPDraw
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Appendix D: IEEE Formal Reuse License

As list in the Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, some of the content of these chapters are

currently copyrighted by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Inc.

(IEEE). Permission for reproduction of the complete article for use in this disserta-

tion has been given by (IEEE). Figures D.1, D.2 and D.3 are proofs of this permission.

The content of these reproduced articles has been changed to suit the format of dis-

sertation; instead of a scholarly article. The numbering of figures and listings has

changed, due to being reproduced in this dissertation. However, the figures and list-

ings, and their captions themselves remain uncharged. Also, some paragraphs may

have gone through minor edits resulting from the dissertation review and editing pro-

cess. There are also present in this dissertation chapters, figures and paragraphs not

present in the publications. This is due to work performed after paper submission and

publication, and also not included due to conference proceeding length limitations.
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Figure D.1: Permission from IEEE to Reproduce an Article as Chapter 5 of this
Dissertation
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Figure D.2: Permission from IEEE to Reproduce an Article as Chapter 5 of this
Dissertation
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Figure D.3: Permission from IEEE to Reproduce an Article as Chapter 6 of this
Dissertation


